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To the Reader: 
Improving life on Earth and understanding and protecting our home planet are 
foremost in the Vision and Mission of the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA). NASA's Earth Science Enterprise endeavors to use 
the unique vantage point of space to study the Earth system and improve the 
prediction of Earth system change. NASA and its international partners study 
Earth's land, atmosphere, ice, oceans, and biota and seek to provide objective 
scientific knowledge to decisionmakers and scientists worldwide. This book 
describes NASA's extensive cooperation with its international partners. 
The interconnectedness of life on Earth means that all countries are impacted by 
a variety of environmental issues. Global scientific questions require global 
cooperation to find answers. Effective Earth observation and research require 
participation and investigation from all regions of the globe. Thus, NASA's Earth 
Science Enterprise is inherently international in scope. The Enterprise partici- 
pates actively in a number of Earth-science-related international and multilateral 
forums, including the Committee on Earth Observation Satellites, the United 
Nations Environment Programme, the United Nations World Meteorological 
Organization, and the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme. 
One of the most significant recent events in Earth science was the Earth 
Observation Summit held in Washington, DC, on July 3 1, 2003. The Summit 
was an unprecedented gathering of senior representatives from 34 countries 
and 21 international organizations. The Summit promoted a political commit- 
ment to the development of comprehensive, coordinated, and sustained Earth 
observation systems among governments and the international community in 
order to understand and address global environmental and economic chal- 
lenges of the 21st century. Following the Summit, an ad hoc Group on Earth 
Observations was established to begin the process to develop a 10-year imple- 
mentation plan for building these comprehensive, coordinated, and sustained 
Earth observation systems. With the broadest international participation, the 
United States is committed to the effort, and NASA's future Earth science pro- 
grams will reflect the goals set out at the Summit. 
NASA's Earth Science Enterprise is proud of its more than 300 international 
cooperative agreements signed since 1994. Earth science is science in the 
global interest, and the Earth Science Enterprise is honored to work closely 
with numerous international partners to better understand and protect our 
home planet. 
We invite you to learn more about NASA's Earth Science Enterprise through 
our Web site at http://www.earth.nasa.gov. 
Dr. Ghassem R. Asrar 
Associate Administrator for 
Earth Science 
Mr. Michael F. O'Brien 
Assistant Administrator for 
External Relations 
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SAFARI 2000 
A SOUTHERN AFRICAN REGIONAL SCIENCE INITIATIVE Africa 
The SAFARI 2000 project was an international science initiative to study the 
linkages between land and atmosphere processes in the southern African 
region with a s t m g  focus on the origin and fate of regional aerosol and trace 
gas emissions. SAFARI 2000 examined the relationship of biogenic, pyro- 
genic, and anthropogenic emissions and the consequences of their transpat 
and deposition to the functioning of the biogeophysical and biogeochemical 
systems of southern Africa. This initiative, conducted between 1999 and 2001, 
was built mund a number of activities funded by NASA, the international 
community2 and national agencie~ in southem Africa. 
SAFARI 2000 was carried out using a wide range of intensive ground-based, 
airborne, and space-based remote sensing measurements. Results of SAFARI 
2000 provide insights into the functioning of the southern African environ- 
ment, with a strong emphasis on land-atmosphere interactions, Some of the 
findipgs of SAFARI 2000 with immediate releance for policy on the environ- 
ment in southernaEPica include new estimates of terrestrial productivity, better 
satellite-derived fire products, and the d~cumentation and determination of the 
degree to which transboundary atmosphefic transport of aerosol and trace gas 
emissions impact south~rn Africa. SAFARI 2000 defitled the extent of the 
transport of subcontinental biomass burning emissions fkom Africa and refined 
the quantitative estimates of the composition and magnitude of these emis- 
sions. Finally, SAFARI 2000 confirmed the fxansnational nature of physical 
connections by atmospheric ei~culations that influence weather an$ climate in 
southern Mica. 
Background data for SAFA.RI 2000 are available on the SAFARI 2000 CD- 
ROM, Vol. 1. Satellite imagery, aerosol and fire products, meteorolo~~ and 
atmospheric chemistry data am available on SAFARI 2000 CD-ROM, Vol. 2. 
Field data, fire products, Kalahari tram&> and satellite products are available 
on the SAFARI 2000 CD-ROM, Vol. 3. SAFARI 2000 data can also be 
accessed via Mercury (http:~mercn~.ornLgov/safari2Wsearch.htm) or via 
SAFARI Search and Order System (hftp:~h~daac.ornLgov/c@bEn/l)AAC;/ 
uncgi/csearch.sh?pro&ct-SAFART+200~). 
For more information regarding SAFARI 2000, please visit the foIlowhg Web 
sites: h@:/Jafsrirgeq.virginia,edu or hftp:~eos.nas+gov; or see the Journal 
af Qeophysical Research, Vol. 108, No. D 13,2003. 
SAFARI 2000 test sites. 
Africa continent mosaic based on 1265 Landsat 5 
scenes aaquired and orthorectified using data &om 1987 
to 1993. This composite image uses Landsat Thematic 
Mapper bands 7,4, and 2 for the red, green, md blue 
composites. (Source: Earthsat) 

REMOTE SENSING CARBON CYCLING 
AND CARBON SEQUESTRATION Africa 
cal cooperation on the research, development, and application of remote 
sensing data, especially regarding environmental aspects of the carbon cycle 
and its influence on food and fiber production, as well as land use and land 
cover change that affect economic development. 
Global climate change is a near-term focus of NASA Earth science research. 
The carbon cycle is a fundamental element in understanding global climate 
and global climate change. Human activity has a significant impact on the dis- 
tribution of carbon on land, in the atmosphere, and in the oceans. Significant 
additions of carbon into the atmosphere, such as carbon dioxide, into the 
atmosphere from the burning of fossil fuels can be offset, in part, by removing 
carbon from the atmosphere and "storing" it in soils of selected areas ofAfrica, 
such as sub-Saharan Afi-ica, that have been depleted of carbon after generations 
of agriculture and grazing. These soils offer a potential to mitigate the increase 
in atmospheric carbon while simultaneously enriching agricultural soils and 
providing an economic incentive to very poor farming communities. 
NASA is working with USAID to determine how NASA-acquired data and 
information to assess land-cover and land-use changes and storage of carbon 
in soil and vegetation in Africa can be used to assess and monitor soil carbon 
sequestration in development projects in Africa. NASA funded two applica- 
tions research projects in Mali and South Africa. NASA and USAID supported 
demonstration projects in Africa for the World Summit on Sustainable 
Development in Johannesburg in 2002. The primary sources were from NASA 
Earth Science Enterprise sensors, especially Moderate Resolution Imaging 
Spectroradiometer, Landsat 7, and the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission. 
Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-~ew Sensor (SeaWiFS) 
image of Madagascar. (Source: Orbview 2 satellitepxo- 
vided by SeaWiFSpvoject, NASA Goddard Space Flight 
Center (GSFCj), and Orbimage) 
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SAC-C 
SCIENCE APPLICATIONS SATELLITE 
NASA and Argentina's Comisi6n Nacional de Actividades Espaciales 
(CONAE) (Commission on Space Activities) are cooperating on the Science 
Applications Satellite C (SAC-C) Mission that was launched in November 
2000. SAC-C conducts correlated observations of Earth-acquiring images to 
study terrestrial and marine environments. Argentina's multispectral medium- 
resolution scanner examines coastal marine areas and monitors forest 
inventory and agricultural production in Argentina. COME has also provided 
high-smsitivity and high-re;rolution technological cameras, as well as a data- 
collection system. NASA's contribution includes a scalar magnetometer, an 
advanced Global Positioning System (GPS), and the launch. SAC-C carries 
additional instruments provided by Argentina, Demrk ,  Italy, and France to 
study Earth's geomagnetic field and atmospheric structure. 
The Argentine-built SAC-C, co-manifested with NASA's advanced land 
imager Earth Observing-1 (EO-I), was launched aboard a Delta I1 launch 
vehicle in November 2000. The SAC-C mission is fiu-ther enhanced by NASA's 
creation of the AM Constellation, which consists of the formation flying of 
SAC-C, EO-1, Landsat 7, and Earth Observing System Terra satellites. This 
revolutionary approach to Earth remote sensing is preparing the way for future, 
more complex Earth observation systems. An AM Constellation Workshop 
commemorating the third anniversary of the SAC-CtEO-1 launch was held in 
Buenos Aires in December 2003. Argentine and U.S. investigators presented 
papers addressing initial research results based on multiplatform data, as well 
as plans for future activities. 
SAC-C continues to operate successfully, and Argentine and U.S. researchers 
continue to work together on the analysis of observations from this satellite. 
NASA and CONAE regularly conduct joint field campaigns to calibrate obser- 
vations from SAC-C and EO-1 at several test sites in Argentina. Major 
applications areas include ecology, geology, coastal process research, hydrol- 
ogy, land-coverlland-use change, fire and natural hazards applications, 
forestry, and agriculture. 
For more information regarding the EO-1 and SAC-C missions, please visit the 




The first b g e  taken by ihe; Multispectral Medium 




La -era irnagen captada p o ~  el escher de 
espectro mhltiple de d i a n a  resoWn (MMRS) 
a bordo del satklite SAC-C. 
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SAC-C 
SATELITE DE APLICACIONES CIENT~FICAS 
La NASA y la Comisi6n Nacional de AcGvidades Espaciales (CONAE) de 
Argentina esan cooperando en la misib del Satelite C de Aplicaciones 
Cientificas (SAC-C), lanzado en noviembre del d o  2000. El SAC-C lleva a 
cabo observaciones correlacionadas de la Tierra, a fin de obtener imhgenes 
para estudiar el medio ambiente terrestre y marino. El escher de espectro 
mhltiple de mediana resoluci6n (MMRS) de la Argentina, estudia las regiones 
marinas de la costa y manitorea el inventario forestal y agricola en la 
Argentina. Por su lado, la CONAE tambidn ha contribuido con charas 
tecnolbgicas de g a n  sensibilidad y alta resoluci6n7 y con un sistema de 
recolecci6n de datos. La contribucih de la NASA incluye un magnet6metro 
a escala, un Sisterna de Posicionamiento Global (GPS) awmado, y la 
capacidad para realizar lanzamientos. El SAC-C transports ademhs 
instrumtos diciondes proporeionados por Argentina> Dinamarca, Mia,  y 
Franda para el estudio &A campo geomagn6tico y de fa estructura atmosfkrica 
de la Tierra. 
El SAC-C de fabricacih argentha, conjuntarnente con el Captor de hisgenes 
Terrestres Observador Terrestre-l (EO-11, h e  lanzado del Vehiculo de 
Lanzamiento Delta U. en noviembre del afio 2000. La Misib SAC-C se ha 
visto poknciada a h  mils por la creacidn por park de la NASA de la 
Comtelacih AM, que eonsiste del welo en formaci6n del SAC-C, EO-1, 
Landsat 7, y de 10s sat6lites Terra del sistema de observaci6n terrestre. Este 
enfoque revolueion~o de sonde0 rmoto de la Tierra esth preparando el 
carnino para 10s futturos y mhs c~mpleios istemas de observacibn de la Tierra. 
En diciembre de 2003, se Uev6 a cab0 en Bueno~ Aires, un Taller de Trabajo 
de la Constelaci6n AM en conmemoraci6n dei tercer aniversario del 
lanzamiento del SAC-CIEO-1. Investigadores de Argentina y Estados Unidos 
presentaron trabajos enfocando 10s resultad- de investigaci6n iniciales, 
basados en datos multiplataforma, asf corn proyectos para actividades 
tiltmits. 
El S A ~ C  continua operando con 6xito y los investigadores de Argentina y de 
10s Estados Unidos con t inh  trabajando en forma conjunta para ambar  las 
observacicsnes realizadas desde este satelite. La NASA y la CONAE llevan a 
cab0 regularmonte campafias conjuntas de campo para calibrar las 
observaciones de SAC-C y EO-1 en diferentes ubicaciones de pnreBa en 
Argentina. Las principales b a s  de aplicacihn inchyen la ecologfa, geologia, 
investigacibn de contattainacidn costaad cambios en la corteza terrestre y us0 
de la tiem, aplicaciones en caso de incendios y riesgos naturales, ingenieria 
forestal, y agricultma. 
Para obteaer i n f m c i 6 n  adicional relativa a las misiones EO-1 y SAC-6, 
sirvase visitar: ltrtp:/Yeol.gs&~agov. 
AIBPRP 
ANTARCTIC ICE BOREHOLE PROBE RESEARCH PROGRAM Australia 
NASA is cooperating with the Australia Antarctic Division (AAD) Amery Ice 
Shelf Ocean Research (AMISOR) program through the involvement of NASA 
scientists and the loan of NASA's Ice Borehole Probe instrument to the AAD. 
In 2003, the AAD, which is part of the Australian Government's Department of 
the Environment and Heritage, and NASA's Polar Science Program created a 
joint program of glaciological science research in Antarctica to support 
AMISOR. AMISOR conducts ongoing glaciological research in Antarctica 
addressing a variety of factors, including ice dynamics and structure. 
Under this collaboration, NASA will pmvide its Ice Borehole Probe instru- 
ment and related NASA expertise to the AAR during the 2003-2004 Field 
Season (October to February] and will conduct follow-on data analysis and 
joint research for a 2.5-year period after the 2003-2004 Field Season. NASA 
is supporting the deployment of the hot-water ice borehole probe with visible 
light cameras at one specific location in the East Antarctic sheet, the Davis 
Station, which is in East Antarctica, situated at latitude 68"35' south, longitude 
77O58' east, on the Ingrid Christensen Coast in Princess Elizabeth Land. The 
AAD's contribution involves the scientific expertise and logistical support nec- 
essary to perform the planned 2003-2004 AMISOR field work. Through this 
joint project, NASA and AAD plan to develop in situ optical data sets that, 
when combined with satellite-based ice sheet observational data, may form a 
more complete picture of glacial mass balance and change over the past few 
glacial cycles. 
The Antarctic ice sheet, equal in size to the United States and Mexico com- 
bined, holds a potential treasure trove of information related to.the geological 
history of this frozen continent and the mechanisms by which ice flows from 
this area to the oceans. Studies show that significant changes in glacier melt- 
ing and flow rates could have a considerable impact on global sea levels. The 
project complements a similar project that NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
(JPL) conducted from 2000 to 2001 and fits into the bigger picture of plane- 
tary studies as it provides scientists with some understanding of how to 
observe what goes on deep in ice caps such as Earth's, Mars's, and Europa's 
(Jupiter's ice-covered moon). 
For more information regarding this mission, please visit the following Web 
site: h~:/"/robotics.jpl.nasagov/-behar/JPLAntIceProbe.hhnl. 
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory's team retrieving pres- 
sure and temperatute sensors measuring the ice stream of 
the West Antarctic ice sheet. 
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FEDSAT 
THE FEDERATION SATELLITE Australia 
NASA and Australia's Cooperative Research Centre for Satellite Systems 
(CRCSS) cooperated on the Federation Satellite (FedSat). Launched in 
December 2002 and operational since February 2003, Australia's first 
microsatellite in three decades was constructed by the Cooperative Research 
Centre for Satellite Systems, an organization comprising universities, private 
industry, and the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research 
Organization. FedSat is an ambitious mission carrying four payloads, ultra 
high fidelity (UHF)/Ka communications, a space science magnetometer, an 
advanced computer demonstrator, and a navigation payload. 
As part of this mission, NASA provided a dual-frequency GPS receiver to pro- 
vide satellite timing and position determination, to test new algorithms, and to 
support other scientific studies such as atmospheric sounding. NASA also 
supported the provision of a U.S.-Australian cooperatively designed High 
Performance Computing Experiment, known as the Adaptive Instnunent Module 
(AM), for demonstrating remote reconfiguration and inorbit self-healing. 
Originally intended to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the federation of 
Australia, FedSat is Australia's first step in developing low-cost microsatellites 
for communications, space physics, and Earth observation. Launched on the 
Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency H-IIA rocket, the FedSat satellite was 
recently honored on the 1-year anniversary of its launch and received an 
Australian National Award for Engineering Excellence. The FedSat satellite, 
operated by the CRCSS, is currently in the second year of its 3-year mission 
and continues to provide valuable data to researchers. 
For more information regarding FedSat, please visit the following Web site: 
http://www. crcss. csiro. ad.  
FedSat satellite uhder construction: FedSat is an 
Australian microsatellite measuring approximately 50 
cubic centimeters, with a mass of 58 kilograms. 
The launch of FedSat in December 2002. 
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Australia, 
PACRIM II New Zealand, the Pacific, 
SECOND PACIFIC RIM CAMPAIGN and Southeast Asia 
The PacRim 11 airborne campaign, conducted from July to October 2000, was 
a followup to the first PacRim Campaign of 1996. The second campaign 
included a deployment of the NASA DC-8 aircraft carrying two primary 
instruments on board-the Airborne Synthetic Aperture Radar (AirSAR) and 
the MODISIASTER Airborne Simulator (MASTER) instrument. MASTER is 
an airborne simulator of the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer 
(MODIS) and the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission Reflectance 
Radiometer (ASTER), instruments on NASA's Terra satellite, launched 
December 18, 1999. 
The PacRim I1 campaign collected data over 18 countries/regions, including 
the United States, Australia, Cambodia, Fiji, French Polynesia, Guam, 
Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, the Federated States of Micronesia, New Zealand, 
the Northern Mariana Islands, Palau, Papua New Guinea, the Philippines, 
South Korea, and Taiwan. Scientists in each of the participating countries, in 
cooperation with American and Australian scientists, continue to interpret data 
collected from the PacRim I and I1 campaigns to advance Earth science 
research and applications. 
The research and applications areas that benefit from the PacRim missions 
include agriculture, coastal processes, geology and tectonics, disaster manage- 
ment, forestry, urban and regional development, and continued cooperation in 
synthetic aperture radar (SAW research. AirSAR data for landforms in the par- 
ticipating countries have been used for topographic analysis, ecological 
research of forest and coastal mangroves, volcano and tectonic research, geo- 
logical research, and archeology; MASTER data are bQng used for 
volcanological research and mapping of topography, geothermal anomalies, 
sulfur dioxide plumes, and geology. 
Archeologists and PacRim scientists collaborated to understand how the 
ancient civilization of Angkor Wat in Cambodia managed the use of water to 
sustain itself. Using a technique known as radar interferometry, which com- 
bines two images to create a three-dimensional topographic map, scientists 
constructed a map of the area surrounding Angkor and gained a new perspec- 
tive on natural and humanmade water-management features. The findings 
revealed a more densely populated ancient Angkor Wat than was previously 
believed by the archeological community to have existed, and the findings 
revealed more detailed outlines of ancient waterways, providing archeologists 
with new and more accurate data to develop new theories of the growth and 
ultimate demise of the ancient civilization. 
For further information regarding PacRim 11, please visit the following Web 
site: http://airsar.jpl.nasa.gov/. 
AkSAR inrage of the Alligator Rivers region in Arnhem 
Land: Northem Territory, taken d&g the P a c m  m'is- 
sion, helps scientists mbnitor the health of coastal 
systems in inaccessible areas. 
The PaaRim mission in Australia has revealed details 
ofthe landscape, producing images like this one of a 
volcano on Manam Island, Papua New Guinea. The 
Ail* of the AIRSAR radar to see through dotads of 
volcanic ash allowed the volcano to be mapped during 
an eruption (note the lava flow). Soientists will use this 
information to study potentially dangerous volcanoes 
in the Pacific Rim. 
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TRMM 
TROPICAL RAINFALL MEASURING MISSION 
Australia is a key participant in the international effort to calibrate and validate 
Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) data, and it is providing essen- 
tial ground-based rainfall data over Australia and the surrounding region. In 
cooperation with the TRMM Science Team, Australia's Bureau of Meteorology 
Research Centre (BMRC) conducts scientific analyses and investigations 
using TRMM data at the BMRC Darwin Climate Monitoring and Research 
Station; obtain@ ground-based precipitation data in Australia, particularly in 
the area near Darwin; and analyzes TRMM validation data collected during the 
South China Sea Monaoon Experiment and other field experiments. The 
Australian validation data, as well as measurements made by Japan and the 
U.S. validation sites, flow into a major data archive at NASA's Goddard Space 
Flight Center for use in the accurate determination of global tropical rainfall. 
BNlRC researchers are also using TRMM-based multisatellite analyses to 
study precipitation variations over and surrounding Australia and are key par- 
ticipants in international programs for intercompafison of satellite algorithms, 
including those associated with the TRMM mission. 
The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission is a joint NASA/Japan Aerospace 
Exploration Agency (JAXA) mission launched on November 27, 1997, aboard 
a Japanese H-I1 rocket. TRMM is a research satellite designed to study tropical 
rainfall and the associated release of energy that helps power the global 
atmospheric circulation shaping both weather and climate around the globe. 
TRMM has established an improved tropical rainfall climatology, demonstrated 
improved forecasting using assimilation of rainfall information into numerical 
models, defined interesting new impacts of aerosols and pollution on rainfall, 
and established new relationships between hurricaneltyphoon intensity varia- 
tions and convection variations within those systems. Real-time TRMM data 
are used in tropical cyclone monitoring by weather agencies around the world, 
and TRMM real-time rainfall products are used as input into operational 
numerical weather-prediction models and for global flood monitoring. 
For further information regarding 
TRMM, please visit the following Web 
I 24 JAN 2003 1800 UTC 20 
Rain map illustrating Roo.ding in Western Australia in 
January 2003. 
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site: hirp.//Jrnsm.gsfc.nas~ov. 
TRMM data illustrate global minfaI1~ 
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HSB 
HUMIDITY SOUNDER FOR BRAZIL Brazil 
-- 
The Brazilian Space Agency, via the Brazilian Space Research Institute, pro- 
vided a humidity sounding instrument aboard NASA's Aqua Earth-observing 
satellite, which was launched in May 2002. 
/ c- B 
The Humidity Sounder for Brazil (HSB) is a 4-channel radiometer on the Aqua < 
satellite. In cbmbination with the Atmospheric Mared  Sounder and Advanced 
Microwave Sounding Unit, HSB was able to obtain humidity measurements 
under cloudy and hazy conditions. HSB obtained atmospheric water vapor 
(humidity) profiles near Earth's surface by receiving and measuring radiation 
from the atmosphere. As a part of this sounding system, the HSB contributed 
to climate monitoring, the improvement of modeling efforts, and numerical 
weather prediction. 
NASA's Aqua mission was launched on May 4,2002. Orbiting Earth 16 times 
a day, the Aqua satellite collects climate-related data by measuring clouds, 
atmospheric temperature, moisture content, precipitation, snow, sea ice, and 
sea surface temperature. The HSB instrument experienced an anomaly in 
February 2003 and has been turned off since that time. 
For more information regarding HSB, please visit the following Web sites: This image is from a microwave chamel from the 
http://aqua. nasa.govlHSB2. html and http://www. dss. irrpe.br/programas/ Humidity Sounder for the is very 
hsb4ngVinden httnl. sensitive to humidity and does not see the surface at all, but instead reveals the strpcture of moisture streams in 




The HSB, provided by Brazil, was developed by Matra- 
rnarconi Space (Bristol, United Kingdom) with participation 
fkom the Brazilian company Equatorial Sistemas. 
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Brasil 
Esta imagem k de urn canal de microonda do 
Sondador de Umidade do Brasil; o instnunento k 
muito s e n s ~ e l 9  umidade e nlo v8 a superficie de 
maneira alguma, mas, em vez disso, revela a 
estrutura dos fluxos de umidade na troposfera. 
HSB A 
0 SUB, provido pel0 Brasil, foi desenvolvido por 
Matra-marconi Space (Bristol, Reino Unido) com 
a participaflo da empresa brasileira Sistemas 
Equatoriais. 
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SUB 
SONDADOR DE UMIDADE DO BRASIL 
A Agencia Espacial Brasileira, por meio do Instituto Brasileiro de Pesquisas 
Espaciais, proveu um instrumento sondador de umidade a bordo do satblite de 
observaqiio terrestre Aqua da NASA, lanqado em maio de 2002. 
0 Sondador de Umidade do Brasil (SUB) k urn radi6metro de quatro canais 
no satklite Aqua. Juntamente com o Sondador Atmosfkrico Infravermelho e a 
Unidade Avanqada de Sondagem de Microonda, o SUB conseguiu obter 
medidas de umidade em condig6es nubladas e encobertas. 0 SUB obteve 
perfis de vapor d'hgua atmosfkrico (umidade) pr6ximos da superficie da Terra 
recebendo e medindo a radiaglo da atrnosfera. Como parte deste sistema 
sondador, o SUB contribuiu para o monitoramento do clirna, a melhoria dos 
esforgos de padr80, e a previsiio meteorol6gica numtrica. 
A miss80 Aqua da NASA foi langada em 4 de maio de 2002. Girando em 
volta da Terra 16 vezes por dia, o satklite Aqua coleta dados relacionados ao 
clima medindo as nuvens, a temperatura atmosfkrica, o conte~do da wnidade, 
precipitaqlo, neve, gel0 no mar e a temperatura da superficie marinha. 
0 instrumento SUB experimentou uma anomalia em fevereiro de 2003 e, 
desde entilo, seu uso foi interrompido. 
Para obter mais informaqBes a respeito do SUB, visite os seguintes websites: 
http://aquanasagov/HSB2.html e 
http://iuww. dss.inpe. br/programadhsb/ingVindex html. 
Para obter mais informaq6es a respeito da misslo Aqua, visite o seguinte 
website: http://eos-pm.gsfc.nasagov. 
LBA 
LARGE-SCALE BIOSPHERE-ATMOSPHERE EXPERIMENT IN AMAZONIA Brazil 
The Large-Scale Biosphere-Atmosphere Experiment in Amazonia (LBA) is a LBA will S C ~ ~ S ,  e-a 
multidisciplinary, multiyear (1998-2005), international research initiative led fluxes at the basin scale and validating 
by Brazil. The goal of the experiment is to gain an increased understanding of meas11~ements &om the TRMlM satellite. 
the climatological, ecological, biogeochemical, and hydrological hctioning 
of Amazonia; its interaction with the Earth system; and its response to land- 
use change. This project is the largest cooperative international scientific 
project ever to study the interaction between the tropical forests of the Amazon 
and the regional and global atmospheres. The Brazilian Ministry of Science 
and Technology is responsible for the policy management of LBA, and the 
National Institute for Amazonian Research is responsible for LBA's scientific 
coordination and implementation in Brazil. Many Brazilian, European, and 
U.S. institutions contribute scientific research investigations to LBA. NASA is 
leading the U.S. scientific participation that is currently focused oa improving 
our understanding of the effects of tropical forest conversion on ecosystem 
function (carbon, nutrients, trace gases) and the sustainability of land use. 
From 1998 to 1999, a NASA-led field validation campaign for the Tropical 
Rainfall Measuring Mission was conducted. 
LBA combines newly developed analytical tools (satellite and airborne remote 
sensing, Geographic Information System, and state-of-the-art models) and 
innovative, multidisciplinary, experimental designs in a powerfd synthesis that 
creates new knowledge to address long-standing scientific issues and 
controversies. LBA provides new understanding of the environmental controls 
on flows of energy, water, carbon, nntrients, and trace gases among the atmo- 
sphere, hydrosphere, and biosphere of Amazonia. It is anticipated that this 
information will help to provide the scientific basis for making decisions 
concerning climate change effects and forming sustainable use policies for 
Amazonian natural resources. Participants also sponsor activities to enhance 
research capacities and networks within Brazil and among the Amazonian 
countries associated with LBA. Training and education are conducted to 
advanm global change science and applied research into sustainable development. 
Satellites 







In situ platforms 
1 -1OOm 
Process StuQ Plots 
Validation Sites 
y Plots 
For information regarding the LBA project, 
please visit the following Web sites: 
http://www.lbaeco.org/Ibaeco/ and 
http:J/daac. ornLgovAba_cptedba/indexi. htm. 
This map is derived from satellite radar data showing 
central Amazon rivers and wetlands in purple. The calcu- 
lated percentage of the region occupied by wetlands, 17 
percent, is much greater than had been assumed previ- 
ously and will sign5cantly improve model estimates of 
methane fluxes. 
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Brasil 
LBA 
EXPERIMENT0 EM LARGA ESCALA NA 
BIOSFERA-ATMOSFERA DA AMAZONIA 
0 LBA analis& todas as escalas, examinando 
fluxos na escala da bacia e validando as medi@es 












Gnificos dos estudos 
em process0 
Sitios de Valda@o 
I 0 experimento em larga escala na Bio~fera~Atmosfera d AmazBnia (LBA) 6 uma iniciativa multidisciplinar internacional de pesquisas em varios anos 
(1998-2005) liderada pel0 Brasil. A meta do experimento C obter um 
conhecimento ampliado do funcionamento climatoldgico, ecoldgico, 
biogeoquimico e hidroldgico da AmazBnia; a sua interaqgo com o sistema 
terrestre; e a sua resposta i s  mudanqas de utilizaq50 agrhria. Este projeto k o 
maior projeto cientifico internacional de cooperaq50 criado para estudar a 
interaqgo entre as florestas tropicais do Amazonas e as atmosferas regionais e 
globais. 0 MinistCrio de Ciencia e Tecnologia do Brasil C responshvel pel0 
gerenciamento da politica do LBA e o Instituto Nacional de Pesquisa na 
Amaz6nia C responshvel pela coordenaq50 e pela implantaqgo cientifica do 
LBA no Brasil. Muitas instituiqdes brasileiras, europ6ias e dos Estados 
Unidos contribuem com investigaqdes de pesquisas cientificas para o LBA. 
A NASA lidera a participaqiio cientifica dos Estados Unidos que se concentra, 
no momento, no desenvolvimento do conhecimento da humanidade com 
relag50 aos efeitos da conversiio da floresta tropical para uma funq8o de 
ecossistema (carbono, nutrientes, vestigios de gases) e a sustentabilidade do 
uso agrario. De 1998 a 1999, foi realizada uma campanha de validaqzo de 
campo liderada pela NASA para a Miss50 de Mediqgo da Precipitaq50 
Pluviomktrica. 
0 LBA hsiona recCm-criadas ferramentas analiticas (sensor remoto de 
satClite e aerotransportado, Sistema de Informaqdes Geogrificas e modelos de 
vanguarda) e desenhos inovadores, multidisciplinares e experimentais em uma 
sintese poderosa que criargo um conhecimento novo para abordar as questdes 
e controvCrsias cientificas existentes. 0 LBA prove um novo conhecimento 
dos controles ambientais nos fluxos de energia, Bgua, carbono, nutrientes e 
vestigios de gases entre a atmosfera, hidrosfera, e biosfera da AmazBnia. 
Prevgse que esta informaqiio ajudar6 a prover a base cientifica para que 
decisdes sejam tomadas com referencia aos efeitos de mudanqa climhtica e a 
formaqiio de politicas de uso sustenthvel para os recursos naturais da 
Amazania. 0 s  participantes tambCm patrocinargo atividades para realqar as 
capacidades de pesquisa e redes no Brasil e entre os paises amaz6nicos 
associados ao LBA. Treinamento e estudos sgo conduzidos para desenvolver a 
ciencia de mudanqas globais e a pesquisa aplicada a um desenvolvimento 
sustenthvel. 
Para obter mais informaqdes a respeito do projeto LBA, visite os seguintes 
websites: http://1v1v1v.1bneco. r.g/lbneco/ e 
http://daanc. or~i1.gov/lb~~-cptec/lb~r/indexi.htm 
Este lnapa 6 o resulfado de dados de satelite 
mostrando os rios centrais e pintanos do Amazon& 
em roxo. A percentagem de 17 por cento calculaqa 
para a regigo ocupada pelos pantanais 6 mais alta' 
do que se presumia anterionnente e melhorarh 
consideravelmente as estimativas dos modelos de 
fluxos de metano. 
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CLOUDSAT Canada 
NASA, the United States Air Force, and the Canadian Space Agency (CSA) are 
cooperating on the CloudSat mission scheduled for launch in 2005. CIoudSat 
is an experimental satellite designed to measure the vertical structure of clouds 
fkom space. It will be the first satellite to fly a millimeter-wave radar that is 
capable of seeing a large fraction of clouds and precipitation, ranging from 
very thin cirrus clouds to thunderstorms producing heavy precipitation. 
CloudSat9s primary god is to furnish data needed to evaluate stnd improve the 
way clouds are represented in global models, thereby contributing to better 
predictions of clouds and a complete howledge of their paorly understood 
role in climate change and the cloud-climate feedback. 
CloudSat will be launched together with Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared 
Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) on a Delta launch vehicle from 
Vandenberg Air Force Base in California and will fly in orbital formation as 
part of a constellation of satellites including Aqua and Aura, CALIPSO (a 
NASA-French Space Agency, Centre National d'~tudes Spatiales (CNES), 
light detection and ranging (lidar) satellite), and Polarization and Anisotropy of 
Rkflectances for Atmospheric Sciences coupled with Observations fiom a 
Lidar (PARASOL) (a CNES satellite carrying a polarimeter). CloudSat will 
maintain a tight formation with CALIPSO, with a goal of overlapping meas- 
urement footprints at least 50 percent of the time. CALIPSO will carry a 
dual-wavelength polarization-sensitive lidar that provides high-resolution ver- 
tical profiles of aerosols and clouds. 
For more information regarding CloudSat, please visit the following Web site: 
hftp://cIoudsd atntos.colostate.edu/ or h~:~~~sp.gsf~.nasatgov/~lmd~ur% 
CloudSat coilaborators. 
Existing space-based systems can only obserire the 
uppermost layer of clouds aad cann'dt reliably d w t  the 
presence of multiple doud layers, nor can they debmine 
&e cloud wakr and ice Eontent, 
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CloudSat satellite. 
Canada 
Les syst&mes spatiam acnrels ne Feuvent qu'obsavw la 
couohe de nwges la plus 8evk et ne pent d&mter h 
pr6sence de multiples doOches de n'uages oil ~ C Q R  la
q d t e  de glace ou d'eau Bans les nuages. 
CLOUDSAT 
Satellite Cloudsat. 
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NASA, les Forces armks m6icaines et 17Agence spatiale canadienne (ASC) 
collaborent actuellement A la mission CloudSat dont le lancement est prkvu en 
2005. CloudSat est un satellite exp6rimental congu pour mesurer la s t rucm 
verticale des nuages depuis l'espace. Ce sera le premier satellite dot6 d'un 
radar A ondes millim6triques capable d'observer une grosse partie des nuages 
et dw pr6cipitations, des nuages cirrus t rBs &pais a m  orages produisant de 
for€es pr6cipitatiom. 
L'objectif principal de CloudSat consiste A fournir les donnkes nkcessaires 
pour kvaluer et amkliorer la fagon dont les nuages sont reprksentks dans les 
modkles universels, ce qui aide ti mieux prkdire les nuages et comprendre A 
fond leur influence mkconnue sur les changements climatiques et le feed-back 
nuage-climat. 
CloudSat sera lance conjointement avec Cloud-Aerosol Lidar et Infrared 
Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) sur un vkhicule de lancement 
Delta depuis la base akrienne Vanderberg en Californie. I1 volera en formation 
orbitale au sein d'une constellation de satellites, y compris Aqua et Aura, 
CALIPSO (un satellite de dktection et tklkmktrie par la lumikre (lidar) congu 
par la NASA et le Centre National d'~tudes Spatiales (CNES)), et Polarisation 
et Anisotropie de Rkflectances pour Sciences Atmosphkriques avec 
Observations d'un Lidar (PARASOL) (un satellite CNES dot6 d'un 
polarimktre). CloudSat maintiendra une formation serrke avec CALIPSO afin 
de chevaucher les zones de couverture au moins 50 pour cent du temps. 
CALIPSO transportera un lidar sensible A la polarisation ti double longueur 
d'onde qui fournit des profils verticaux A haute rksolution d'akrosols et de 
nuages. 
Pour de plus mples renseignements concernant CloudSat, visitez le site Web 
suivant : h@.~doudsat.aanos.coio~edu~or h @ 3 5 ( ~ . g s ~ n a r a ~ / c t O u d s d  
Collaborateurs CloudSat. 
MOPITT 
MEASUREMENTS OF POLLUTION IN THE TROPOSPHERE Canada 
NASA and the CSA cooperated on the flight of Canada's Measurements of 
Pollution in the Troposphere (MOPITT) instrument. MOPITT was launched 
aboard NASA's Terra satellite on December 18, 1999. 
MOPITT is Canada's first major instrument to measure the pollution of Earth's 
atmosphere fkom space and the first satellite sensor to use gas correlation spec- 
troscopy. The sensor measures emitted and reflected radiance from Earth in 
three spectral bands to determine the concentration of carbon monoxide and 
methane. MOPITT's spatial resolution is 22 kilometers at nadir, and it "sees" 
Earth in swaths that are 640 kilometers wide. 
MOPITT continuously scans the atmosphere below it to provide the world with 
the first long-term global measurements of carbon monoxide and methane gas 
levels in the atmosphere. Together with other NASA Earth Science Enterprise 
sensor measurements, these data will help form the first long-term integrated 
measurements of the land, air, water, and life processes. The data will be used 
by scientists to predict long-term effects of pollution, to understand the 
increase of ozone in the lower atmosphere, and to guide the evaluation and 
application of shorter term pollution controls. 
For more information regarding MOPITT, please visit the following Web site: 
http:/7terra. nma.gov. Illustration of how k,, ,TT scans a a ., ., Jarth's atmosphere. 
A MOPITT image of the atmosphere over the Pacific 
Ocean. 
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Canada MOPlTT MESURE-DE LA POLLUTION DANS LA TROPOSPHERE 
Illustration mr la fgqtn dont MOPLTT balirie un couloir 
de l'atmosphhre de la Terre. 
Image MOPITT de lYatmosph&re an-Besws de l'Oc6ria 
Pacifique. 
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La NASA et 1'ASC ant coIlabork au lancepent de l'instrument de mesure de 
la pollution dans la troposph&re (MOPITT). MOPITT a kt6 lance B bord du 
satellite Terra de la NASA le 18 dbcembre 1999. 
MOPITT est 1e premier instrument canadien d'importance B mesurer la pollu- 
tion dam l'atmosph6re terrestre depuis l'espace et le premier capteur B utiliser 
la spectroscopic de corrklation de gaz. Le Gapteur mesure la luminance kmrgk- 
tique kmise et dflbchie par la Terre dans trois bandes spectrala pour 
dkterminer la concentration de monoxyde de carbone et de mbthane. La rkso- 
lution spatiale de M O P m  est de 22 kilomhtres au nadir, et il "voit" la Terre 
sows fome  de couloirs #me largeur de 640 kilomhtres. 
MOPITT balaiera continuellement l'atmosphere sous lui pour fournir au 
monde entier les premieres mesures 9 long terme et 9 l'tchelle mondiale des 
concentrations de monoxyde de carbone et de mtthane dans la basse atmo- 
sphhre. Jointes A d'autres domkes de mesure de NASA Earth Science 
Enterprise, les donnkes recueillies par MOPITT aideront A constituer le pre- 
mier ensemble de mesures inttgrtes 9 long terme des parametres 
biosphtriques, atmosphkriques et octaniques de la planete ainsi que des 
processus de vie qui sty dtroulent. La base de donntes sera utiliste par les 
scientifiques pour prtvoir les effets A long terme de la pollution, pour 
comprendre l'accroissement des concentrations d'ozone dans la basse 
atmosphere et pour orienter l'kvaluation et l'application des contr6les de la 
pollution 9 plus court terme. 
Pour de plus amples renseignements sur MOPITT, visitez le site Web suivant : 
lttp:/&erranma.gw. 
RADARSAT- 1 Canada 
NASA and the CSA cooperate on the RADARSAT-1 satellite that was 
launched by NASA in 1995. RADARSAT-1 is an advanced Earth observation 
satellite system developed by Canada to monitor environmental change and to 
support resource sustainability. RADARSAT-1 is equipped with a single-fre- 
quency SAR. The SAR is a powerful microwave instrument that transmits and 
receives signals to ''see" through clouds, haze, smoke, and darkness; it obtains 
high-quality images of Earth's surface in all weather, day or night. 
With this launch, the world has gained access to the first fully operational civil- 
ian radar satellite system capable of imaging the entirety of Earth at a very high 
resolution. The data from the satellite meet the needs of commercial, 
Government, and scientific programs, and they provide a reliable source of 
high-quality radar data. 
The Antarctic Mapping Mission (AMM) was conducted using the 
RADARSAT-1 satellite to collect radar images to produce the first high-reso- 
lution mapping of the entire continent of Antarctica. A second mission 
provided data suitable for interferometry over the borders of the continent. 
The Application Development Research Program (ADRO) promoted the use of 
data captured by RADARSAT-1. The ADRO-1 program stimulated the 
Canada's RADARSAT-1 satellite. 
research community to develop new applications and 
operational programs that use Earth observation data 
derived from RADARSAT-1. ADRO-2 targeted projects 
to demonstrate the ability of RADARSAT-1 to support 
disaster assessment or relief efforts. 
For more information regarding RADARSAT- 1, please C 
visit the following Web sse: htt':h'www.space.gc.ia. 
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A W A R S A T  image of Antarctica. 
Canada RADARSAT- 1 
I 
Satellite canadien RADARSAT-1 
La NASA et I'ASC ont collabork au lancement du satellite RADARSAT-1 par 
la NASA en 1995. RADARSAT-1 est un satellite d'observation terrestre 
kvoluk dkveloppk par le Canada pour observer le changement environnemen- 
tal et assurer la continuitk des ressources. RADARSAT-1 est dot6 d'un SAR l 
frkquence unique. SAR est un puissant instrument l micro-ondes qui transmet 
et re~oit  les signaux pour "voir" l travers les nuages, la brurne, la fumke et la 
noirceur ; il fournit des images de qualitk de la surface de la Terre peu importe 
la tempkrature, autant le jour que la nuit. 
Suite l ce lancement, le monde a pu profiter d'un systkme satellite radar civil 
entikrement fonctionnel, capable de fournir des images de la Terre l trks haute 
rksolution. Les donnees provenant du satellite rkpondent aux exigences des 
programmes scientifiques, comrnerciaux et gouvernementaux, et constituent 
une source fiable de donnkes radar de haute qualitk. 
La Mission Antarctic Mapping (AMM) fut lancke grlce au satellite 
RADARSAT-1 pour recueillir des images radar pour produire du repkrage sur 
carte l haute rksolution l haute rksolution de 1'Antarctique. Une deuxikme 
mission a fourni des donnkes convenant l l7interfkrorn&rie au-dell des fron- 
tikres du continent. 
Le Programme de recherche et dkveloppement d'applica- 
tion (ADRO) encourage l'utilisation des donnkes saisies 
par RADARSAT- 1. Le programme ADRO-1 a stimulk les 
chercheurs l dkvelopper de nouvelles applications et pro- 
grammes opkrationnels qui utilisent les donnkes 
d'observation de la Terre dkrivkes de RADARSAT-1. 
ADRO-2 a ciblk des projets visant l dkmontrer la capac- 
it6 de RADARSAT-1 d'kvaluer les catastrophes ou 
appuyer les secours. 
Pour de plus amples renseignements sur RADARSAT-1, 
visitez le site Web suivant : http://www.space.gc.ca. 
Image RADARSAT de 1'Antarctique 
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SCISAT- 1 
ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY EXPERIMENT (ACE) MISSION Canada 
NASA and the CSA cooperated on the SciSat-1 Atmospheric Chemistry 
Experiment (ACE) mission that was launched on August 12, 2003, from 
Vandenberg Air Force Base in California. In addition to NASA's contribution 
of a Pegasus launch, NASA also provided expert advice on how to design 
aspects of Canada's Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS) instrument, along 
with algarithm development and science team support. 
I 
The overall objective of the ACE mission is to improve humanity's understand- 
ing of the depletion of the ozone layer, focusing close attention over Canada 
and the Arctic. The measurements obtained by the FTS and the Measurements 
of Aerosol Extinction in the Stratosphere and Troposphere Retrieved by 
OccuItation (MAESTRO) instruments will be combined with data gathered by 
ground-based, balloon-based, and other space-based projects in order to obtain 
the best possible information to predict future trends relating to the ozone layer 
and its dynamics. SciSat-1 will provide near-global coverage, with observa- 
tions of aerosols and clouds, including observations in the troposphere. A key 
capability of the measurements will be to validate the upcoming measurements 
fiom NASA% Aura mission. 
In conjunction with other instruments and missions planned by NASA, the 
European Space Agency, and other international partners, this mission aims to 
gain a better understanding of the chemistry and dynamics of the amsphere 
that affect Earth's protective ozone layer. 
ACE-FTS and MAESTRO instrument. 
For more information regarding SciSat-1, please visit the following Web site: 
http://www.space.gc.ca. 
This image of the recent solar storms was captured in 
mid-November 2003 during the cemmissioriing activities 
of the FTS instrument aboard SciSat. The sunspots axe 
in fact areas where the magnetic field, which is very 
strong, produces magnetic storms. The FTS instrument 
can produce this type of image bat will mainly be used 
to produce interferograms. 
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Canada SCISAT-1 MISSION EXPERIENCE SUR LA CHlMlE ATMOSPHERIQUE (ACE) 
Instrument ACE-FTS et MAESTRO 
Cette image des rkcents orages solaires fut saisie B la 
mi-novembre 2003 durant Ies activitks de lancement de 
l'instmment FTS bord de SciSat. Les taches solaires sont 
en fait des regions ou le champ magnktique, qui est tres 
puissant, produit des orages magnktiques. L'instrument 
FTS peut produire ce type d'image mais sera surtout 
utilisk pour produire des interfkrogramnes. 
La NASA et I'ASC ont collabork B la mission Expkrience sur la chimie atmo- 
sphkrique (ACE) SciSat-1 qui fut lancte le 12 aofit 2003 depuis la base 
akrienne Vanderberg en Californie. En plus de la contribuer au lancement de 
Pegasus, la NASA a kmis des conseils relativement B la conception du 
Spectromdtre B transformde de Fourier (FTS), de m8me qu'au dkveloppement 
de l'algorithme et A 1'6quipe de chercheurs. 
L'objeetif de la mission ACE consiste Bmieux faire comprendre l'appauvrisse- 
ment de la couche d'ozone, surtout en hctique et au Canada. Les mesures 
obtenues par le FTS et l'instrument de mesure de l'extinction des akrosols par 
occultation dans la stratosph6re et dans la troposphbe (MAESTRO) seront 
ajoutkes aux donnkes recueillies par les autres projets terrestres et spatiaux afin 
d'obtenir les meilleurs renseignements possible$ pour prkdire les tendances 
futures concernant la couche d90mne et sa dynamique. SciSat-1 fournira une 
couverture globale avec des observations sur les nuages et les akrosols, y com- 
pris des observations dans la troposphdre. Les mesures pourront valider les 
futures mesures de la mission Aura de la NASA. 
De concert avec les autres instruments et missions planifiks par la NASA, 
YAgence Spatiale Europeenne et autres partenaires internationaux, cette mis- 
sion a pour objet de mieux comprendre la chimie et la dynarnique de 
l'atmosphere qui affectent la ~ouche dkzone. 
Pour de plus amples renseignements ~oncernant SciSat-1, visitez le site Web : 
http:/'/www.space.gc.ca. 
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In 1998, NASA teamed up with the Central American Commission for 
Environment and Development (CCAD) to cooperate in establishing the 
Mesoamerican Biological Corridor. The Corridor links hundreds of protected 
areas from Mexico to Colombia; conserving the region's remarkably rich bio- 
logical diversity, which is vital for the sustainable economic development of its 
people. This partnership combines NASA's expertise in space-based observa- 
tion with the intimate knowledge of local ecosystems held by a multinational 
cadre of Central American researchers. 
As a result of the successful collaboration between NASA and the CCAD, 
NASA expanded its efforts in the region in 2002 and 2003 by joining forces 
with the USAID and the World Bank to develop an advanced decision-support 
system for Mesoamerica. This decision-support system, called SERVIR 
(Spanish acronym for "Regional Visualization & Monitoring System"), will be 
used by scientists, educators, and policymakers to monitor and forecast ecolog- 
ical changes, respond to natural disasters (earthquakes, hurricanes, drought, 
and volcanic eruptions), and better understand both natural and human- 
induced effects upon the regional climate. 
The SERVIR decision-support system will intensively utilize current and his- 
toric data sets acquired from NASA's constellation of Earth-imaging satellites. 
This support includes the use of NASA's Moderate Resolution Imaging 
Spectroradiometer for fire detection and carbon management, and Japan's 
Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer and 
Landsat data for tracking changes to the landscape, such as deforestation, over 
the past 30 years. Instruments aboard NASA's Tropical Rainfall Measuring 
Mission and Aqua satellites will also be used to understand mechanisms driv- 
ing the past, present, and potential future climate variability of Mesoamerica. 
For information regarding the Mesoamerican Biological Corridor, please 
visit the following Web site: http://www.ghcc.msfc.nasa.gov/corredor/ 
corredor. html. 
This mosaic of Central America, created using 250- 
meter-resolution MODIS data, is being used to assess 
land cover and land use, forest fires, and deforestation. 
Similar mosaics will be created every year to monitor 
environmental changes in the Mesoamerican Biological 
Corridor. 
IKONOS true-color composite af the Mayan city Tikal 
in Peten, Guatemala. (Source: Space Imaging) 
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CORREDOR BIOL~GICO MESOAMERICANO 
Este mosaic0 de Arndrica Central, creado 
utilizando datos MODIS de resolucidn espacial 
de 250 metros, esth siendo utilizado para evaluar 
la corteza terrestre, y la utilizacibn de tierras, 
incendios forestales, y deforestacibn. Se crearhn 
mosaicos sirnilares cada aiio para monitorear 10s 
carnbios del medio ambiente en el Corredor 
Biolbgico Mesoamericano. 
En 1998, la NASA form6 un equipo con la Comisidn Centroamericana de 
Ambiente y Desarrollo (CCAD) para cooperar en el establecimiento del 
Corredor Biolbgico Mesoamericano. El Corredor es el vinculo de cientos de 
hreas protegidas desde Mdxico hasta Colombia para conservar la notoria 
riqueza de la diversidad biolbgica de la regibn, que es de vital importancia 
para el desarrollo econdmico sostenible de sus pobladores. Esta sociedad 
combina la experiencia de la NASA en la observacidn desde el espacio, con el 
conocimiento profundo de 10s ecosistemas locales de un grupo multinational 
de investigadores de Amkrica Central. 
Como resultado de la colaboracibn exitosa entre la NASA y la CCAD, en el 
afio 2002 y 2003 la NASA amplib 10s esfuerzos que desplegaba en la regidn, 
uniendo sus fuerzas con la AID y el Banco Mundial para desarrollar un 
sistema avanzado de apoyo de torna de decisiones para el Corredor Biolbgico 
Mesoamericano. Este sistema de apoyo de toma de decisiones denominado 
SERVIR (acrbnimo en espaiiol de "Sistema de Visualizacibn y Monitoreo"), 
serh utilizado por 10s cientificos, educadores, y tomadores de decisiones para 
monitorear y pronosticar 10s cambios ecolbgicos, responder a 10s desastres 
naturales (terremotos, huracanes, sequias, y erupciones volchnicas), y poder 
llegar a una mejor comprensibn tanto de 10s efectos naturales como de 
aquellos producidos por el hombre sobre el clima regional. 
El sistema SERVIR de apoyo a la toma de decisiones utilizarh de forma 
intensiva 10s grupos de datos actuales e histbricos de higenes adquiridos por 
la constelacibn de satklites de la NASA para la observacidn de la tierra. Esta 
ayuda incluye la utilizacibn del Espectroradibmetro de Imagen de Resolucibn 
Moderada (MODIS) de la NASA para la deteccibn de incendios y manejo del 
carbbn, y, 10s datos del Radibmetro Reflector Avanzado de Infkarrojos 
Tdrmicos en el Espacio y Landsat del Japdn para hacer un seguimiento de 10s 
cambios del paisaje, como la deforestacibn, durante 10s ixltimos 30 aiios. Se 
utilizarhn tambikn 10s instrumentos que utilizan 10s satklites de la Misibn de 
Medicidn de Lluvia Tropical y el satklite Aqua de la NASA para comprender 
10s mecanismos que rigen las variables del clima en el pasado, presente y 
futuro potencial del Corredor Biolbgico Mesoamericano. 
Para obtener informacibn adicional relativa a1 Corredor Bioldgico Meso- I american~, sinrase visitar: h~://~~~.ghcc.ms~c.n~~sa.godcorredor/ 
corredor. html 
Cgmposicibn de higenes KONOS a color real 
de la ciudad Maya de Tikal en Petdn, Guatemala 
(obtenida por Space Imaging). 
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AIRSAR CAMPAIGN and Mexico 
In March 2004, NASA flew a unique radar system known as AirSAR 
(Airborne Synthetic Aperture Radar) over a number of archeological and con- 
servation sites in Central America. The main purpose of this flight campaign 
is to further our scientific understanding of complex vegetation structures 
using advanced radar techniques. Furthermore, it is a technology demonstra- 
tion mission that will test the ability of the radar to provide useful data to 
archeologists and conservationists in a variety of locations for different purposes. 
AirSAR has a unique capability to collect polarimetric data with P-, L-, and 
C-band radar; this capability allows a detailed study of the vertical structure of 
both the forest and structures hidden beneath it. In 1996, as part of the PacRirn 
air campaign, radar images from AirSAR were used to detect previously 
undiscovered temples at Angkor Wat in Cambodia. 
The success of the AirSAR campaign at Angkor Wat indicates that AirSAR may 
also be effective at discovering buried archeological mounds in other environ- 
ments. However, its effectiveness cannot be known until data from a variety of 
sites are tested. The selected test sites for this campaign included both well- 
documented "control" areas and unexplored areas, thereby allowing for potential 
discovery distributed over a range of vegetative and hydrologic regions. 
NASA is working with a number of international and domestic partners on this 
campaign, including the United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural 
Organization, the Centro Nacional de Alta Technologia, the CCAD, and the 
Guatemalan Ministries of Agriculture and Culture, through a grant from the 
Inter-American Development Bank. 
The flightpath for this campaign covers all of the countries in Central America 
and Mexico. 
For more information regarding AirSAR, please visit the following Web site: 
http:/airsar. jpLnasagovL 
A pkotograph of the anoient Mayan city of Tikal, located 
in Peten, Guatemala. The AirSAR ~ s s i o n  flew over the 
Peten region in order fo study the complex vegetation m c -  
ture of the pristine tropical forest surrounding the ruins and 
to detect previously undiscovered Mayan structures. 
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CAMPANA AIRSAR 
En marzo de 2004, la NASA utiliz6 un sistema de radar hnico conocido como 
el AirSAR (Radar de Apertura Aerotransportado Sintetico) sobrevolando una 
cantidad de regiones arqueol6gicas y de conservacidn en ArnCrica Central. El 
prop6sito principal de esta campafia de vuelo es incrementar nuestros 
conocimientos cientificos de las estructuras complejas de la vegetacibn, 
utilizando tCcnicas avanzadas de radar. AdemBs, se trata de una misidn de 
demostraci6n tecnol6gica que probar6 la habilidad del radar para proporcionar 
datos utiles para 10s arque6logos y 10s conservacionistas en una diversidad de 
ubicaciones y para diferentes prop6sitos. 
AirSAR posee la facultad cnica de coleccionar datos polarimttricos con banda 
de radar P-, L- y C; esta facultad permite un estudio detallado de la estructura 
vertical tanto de 10s bosques como de las estructuras ocultas en el subsuelo. 
En 1996, como parte de la Misi6n PacRim, se utilizaron imAgenes de radar de 
AirSAR para detectar templos no descubiertos con anterioridad en Angkor 
Wat en Camboya. 
El Cxito de la Misi6n AirSAR en Angkor Wat indica que el AirSAR podria 
tambiCn ser efectivo para el descubrimiento de monticulos arqueol6gicos 
enterrados en otros lugares. Sin embargo, no se puede determinar su 
efectividad hasta que se hagan pruebas comparativas de 10s datos de varias 
ubicaciones. Las Areas seleccionadas para esta misidn comprendieron tanto 
ireas de "control" bien documentadas, como Breas sin explorar, que 
posibilitan descubrimientos potenciales distribuidos en un rango de regiones 
vegetativas e hidrol6gicas. 
Una fotografia de la ancestral ciudad Maya de 
Tikal, ubicada en Pet& Guatemala. La misi6n 
AirSAR sobrevol6 la regi6n de Petdn para poder 
estudiar la compleja estructura primitiva de la 
vegetaci6n de la selva tropical que rodea las 
ruinas, y detectar algunas estructuras Mayas no 
descubiertas con anterioridad. 
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La NASA se encuentra trabajando con varios asociados internacionales y 
locales en esta misibn, incluyendo el Centro Nacional de Alta Tecnologia, y 
10s Ministerios de Agricultura y Cultura de Guatemala, a travCs de un 
prCstamo del Banco Interamericano de Desarrollo. 
La ruta de vuelo para esta campaiia abarca todos 10s paises de AmCrica 
Central y MCxico. 
Para obtener information adicional relativa a AirSAR, sirvase visitar: 
http://airsar.jpl.nasa.gov/. 
NASA-CHILE SOUTHERN ICE MISSION Chile 
In November and December 2002, NASA, in a joint effort with Centro de 
Estudios Cientificos (CECS) and the Chilean Navy, undertook a very success- 
ful field campaign to map the precise elevation and thickness of the ice in the 
Antarctic Peninsula, the Thwaites and Pine Island Glacier region, and the 
Patagonian ice fields. The Antarctic Peninsula, which contains enough ice to 
raise sea levels by nearly half a meter, has undergone tremendous warming in 
the last several decades. The Peninsula has recently experienced the collapse of 
a major ice shelf that had been restraining glacier discharge; the collapse led 
to accelerated deterioration of some of the major drainage glaciers. These 
observations have provided the most precise elevation information in the 
region, which is being compared to previous measurements to determine the 
extent to which these glaciers and the floating ice are shrinking or growing. 
The area around Thwaites and Pine Island Glaciers has been referred to as 
the "weak underbelly of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet7%ecause it is recognized 
as a likely point of potential instability where a collapse of the ice sheet may 
originate. The glacier flow has accelerated in recent years. Due to persistent 
cloud cover in this region and its inaccessibility by conventional means, 
reliable data on ice elevation and thickness are very sparse. Using satellite 
observations and model predictions for weather forecasting, and taking 
advantage of the long-range capabilities of NASA's P3 aircraft, researchers 
acquired approximately 10 flight-hours of data. The data acquired from this 
unprecedented volume of observations are being incorporated into models to 
assess changes and stability in the region. 
2002 Antamtica and Pata onia Campaign 
CEW NABA I -dt CHI. 
The Patagonian ice fields have been shown to be losing mass at an alarming 
rate that has accelerated in recent years. The new measurements of elevation 
acquired during this campaign are being compared to historical mapping data 
acquired since the 1970s, and important changes in the region are being examined. 
Map showing the flight lines of the surveys over 
Patagonia, the Antarctic Peninsula, and the Thwaites and 
Pine Island Glacier region. Surveys were based out of 
Pmta Arenas, Chile. 
By sharing expenses and risks, the U.S. and Chile have made this collaborative 
effort a tremendous success; this endeavor will continue to greatly advance our 
understanding of some of the most important ice masses in the Southern 
Hemisphere. 
This RADARSAT mosaic of Antarctica was developed 
as part of the RADARSAT Antarctic Mapping Project 
(RAMP) and shows another view of the regions in 
Antarctica that were surveyed. The Antarctic Peninsula 
and the Thwaites and Pine Island Glacier region are 
shown in red boxes. RAMP is a joint effort between 
NASA and the Canadian Space Agency. 
A photograph taken during the surveys of the Patagonian 
ice fields. 
Chile NASA-CHILE l l ~ l d N  A LA A N T ~ I C A  
2002 Antorctlca and P.ta onto Campaign 
C~OSINASAI-~A~MI. 
Mapa que muestra las lineas de vuelo de 10s 
reconocimientos sobre la Patagonia, la Peninsula 
AnMca, y la regi6i1 de 10s glaciares de Thwaites 
y Pine Island. El punto de partida de 10s 
reconocimientos f ie Punta Arenas, Chile. 
En noviembre y diciembre de 2002, la NASA, en un esherzo conjunto con el 
Centro de Estudios Cientificos (CECS) y la marina chilena, llev6 a cab0 una 
campaiia de campo muy exitosa para levantar planos de la elevaci6n exacta y 
grosor de la capa de hielo de la Peninsula Anthrtica, la regi6n de 10s glaciares 
de Pine Island y Thwaites, y 10s campos de hielo de la Patagonia. La 
Peninsula Antiutica, que contiene suficiente cantidad de hielo para elevar 10s 
niveles del mar hasta cerca de medio metro, ha sufrido durante las dltimas 
dCcadas un inmenso calentamiento. La Peninsula ha experimentado 
recientemente el colapso de una importante repisa de hielo que habia estado 
conteniendo la descarga de 10s glaciares; el colapso produjo como 
consecuencia un deterioro acelerado de algunos de 10s mhs importantes 
glaciares de drenaje. Estas observaciones han brindado la informaci6n mhs 
precisa de elevacibn de la regibn, la cual se esth comparando con mediciones 
previas para determinar el grado en que estos glaciares y el hielo flotante estan 
retraykndose o creciendo. 
Se ha referido a la regi6n alrededor de 10s glaciares Thwaites y Pine Island 
como "el punto dkbil de la capa de hielo de la Anthrtica Occidental" debido a 
que se ha identificado como un punto probable de inestabilidad donde puede 
originarse un colapso de la capa de hielo. La velocidad del flujo del glaciar se 
ha acelerado en 10s illtimos afios. Debido a la persistente capa de nubes e 
inaccesibilidad por mktodos convencionales, 10s datos confiables sobre la 
elevaci6n y el grosor son muy escasos. Por medio de las observaciones 
satelitales y modelos de predicciones para 10s pron6sticos climatol6gicos, y 
aprovechando la capacidad de largo alcance de la aeronave P3, adquirimos 
aproximadamente 10 horas de vuelo de datos. Los datos adquiridos de este 
rango de tiempo de observaci6n sin precedentes se estin incorporando a 10s 
modelos para evaluar 10s cambios y estabilidad en la regi6n. 
Se ha comprobado que 10s campos de hielo de la Patagonia esthn perdiendo 
masa a un ritmo alarmante que se ha visto acelerado durante 10s dltimos ailos. 
Las nuevas mediciones de elevacibn obtenidas en esta campafia se esthn 
comparando con 10s datos cartogrhficos hist6ricos obtenidos desde 10s aiios de 
la dCcada de 1970, a1 mismo tiempo que se examinan 10s cambios importantes 
ocurridos en la regi6n. 
El mosaico RADARSAT de la Antktica se 
desmafl6 corn parte del Proyecto de Car toMa 
de la Anthtica RADqaSAT (RAMP) y nwestra 
otra vista de las regiones en las que se realizaron = 
recono&entos en la AnWca. La Peninsula - 
AnWca y la regi6n de glaciares de Thwaites y 't 
Pine Island se muestran en 10s recnadros de color 
rojo. El proyecto RAMP fue el resultado de un 
,k esfberzo conjunto entre la NASA y la Agencia 
Espaoial Canadiense. 
A1 compartir 10s gastos y riesgos de esta misidn, 10s Estados Unidos y Chile 
han hecho de este esfuerzo de colaboraci6n un Cxito increible; este 
emprendimiento seguirh contribuyendo inmensamente a aumentar nuestros 
conocimientos sobre las mhs importantes masas glaciares del Hemisferio Sur. 
SF- 
c -   
'bna fotograffa tomada durante 10s reconocimientos 
sobre loscarnpos de hielo de la Patagonia. 
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I 
The Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI) manages the 0rsted satellite pro- 
gram. 0rsted-1, Denmark's first satellite, was launched on February 23, 1999, 
in cooperation with NASA. 0rsted is a microsatellite designed to map Earth's 
magnetic field and measure high-energy particles in Earth's environment. At 
the time of its launch, 0rsted-1 was the first satellite since the Magsat project 
(a joint NASA-United States Geological Survey mission to measure near-Earth 
magnetic fields on a global basis) to provide the high-accuracy geomagnetic 
field measurements necessary for studying the geomagnetic field arising from 
Earth's geomagnetic dynamo, mantle, and crust. The instruments aboard 
0rsted-1 include an Overhauser magnetometer supplied by France and a sci- 
entific TurboRogue GPS receiver provided by NASA's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. The TurboRogue GPS measures ionospheric and atmospheric 
structure and dynamics through GPS limb sounding techniques. 
0rsted-1 was the first contribution to the International Union of Geodesy and 
Geophysics (IUGG) International Decade of Geopotential Research, which 
began in 1999. The satellite continues to function successfully, well beyond its 
designed 14-month lifetime. arsted, along with NASA's Magsat, has provided 
a 20-year baseline of geomagnetic field change measurements and continues 
to provide basic data for the geomagnetic reference field used in most naviga- 
tion. 0rsted satellite operations are managed jointly by the Danish industrial 
company TERMA and DMI. DMI also houses the ground station for the mis- 
sion, as well as the 0rsted Science Data Center, where the satellite data are 
processed and distributed to the science community. 
An advanced version of the 0rsted measurement system called the Magnetic 
Mapping Payload (MMP)--also known as 0rsted-2-is currently flying 
aboard the Argentine-built SAC-C spacecraft. The MMP carries a helium mag- 
netometer supplied by NASA. NASA launched SAC-C, co-manifested with 
NASA's advanced land imager EO-1 in November 2000.0rsted-2 is managed 
by the Danish Space Research Institute. 
For more information regarding arsted, please visit the following Web sites: 
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The Brsted-1 satellite and magnetic field data results 
fiom the mission were featured in the April 11,2002, 
issue of Nature. These data, along with data from NASA's 
Magsat satellite in 1980, provided a unique 20-year 
perspective on changes in Earth's magnetic field. 
(Reprinted with permissionfuom Nature (Vol. 41 6, 
No. 6881). copyright 2007, Macmillan Publishers Ltd.) 
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The 0rsted satellite. (Courtesy of DMZ) 
Danmark ~RSTED-1 
0rsted-1 udgjorde det fnrrste bidrag ti1 den Internationale Union for Geobsi 
og Geofysiks (IUGG) Internationale Ti& for Geopotential Forskning, som 
begyndte i 1999. Satellitten forts~tter ned at kngere succesrigt ud over dens 
forventede levetid p i  14 mkeder. 0rsted har sammen rned NASAs Magsat 
leveret et 20 &s basis af geomagnetiske feltsendringsmilinger og forstsaetter 
rned at levere basisdata ti1 det geomagnetiske referencefelt, der anvendes mest 
inden for navigation. 0rsteds satellitprogrammer styres i faellesskab af den 
danske virksomhed TERMA og DM. DM1 huser bide modtagerstationen f o ~  
programmet og 0rsteds videnskabelige datacenter, hvor satellitdata behandles 
og sendes videre ti1 videnskabelige kredse. 
0rsted-1 satellitten og de magnetiske feltdata 
resultater fra programmet var hovedemne i 
tidsskriftet Nature d. 11. april, 2002. Disse data 
har sammen rned data fra NASAs MAGSAT- 
satellit i 1980 givet et 20-&s perspektiv over 
forandringer inden for jordens magnetiske felt. 
(Gentvykt rned tilladelsefia Nature pol. 416, 
No. 6881), beskyttet ved copyright 2007, 
Macmillan Publishers Ltd) 
En avanceret version af 0rsteds milingssystem, kaldet Magnetic Mapping 
Payload (MMP) - ogsi kendt som 0rsted-2 - er p.t. i kredslnrb ombord den 
argentinskbyggede SAC-C satellit. MMP er udstyret rned et helium 
magnetometer fra NASA. NASA opsendte SAC-C, sammen rned deres 
jordobservations-satellit EO-1 i november 2000. 0rsted-2 styres af Dansk 
Rumforskningsinstitut. 
For yderligere oplysninger om Drsted, kan du besarge fnrlgende websider: 
http:/hww.dmidk/projects/oersted og 
http://genesis.jpl.nas~gov/htmUmissions/OERSTED.html. 
0rsted satelliten. (Skcenket af DM) 
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TOPEWPOSEIDON 
TOPOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT France 
TOPEXRoseidon uses a radar altimeter to measure sea surface topography 
over 90 percent of Earth's ice-free oceans. TOPEXRoseidon has accomplished 
the following: 
measured sea levels with unprecedented accuracy to better than 5 centimeters 
and continuously observed global ocean topography; 
monitored effects of ocean currents on global climate change and produced 
the first global views of seasonal changes of currents; 
monitored large-scale ocean features like Rossby and Kelvin waves and 
enabled the study of such phenomena as El Niiio, La Niiia, and the Pacific 
Decadal Oscillation; 
mapped basin-wide current variations and provided global data to validate 
models of ocean circulation; 
mapped year-to-year changes in heat stored in the upper ocean; 
produced highly accurate global maps of tides; and 
improved humanity's knowledge of Earth's gravity field. 
TOPEX/Poseidon has become the longest running Earth-orbiting radar satel- 
lite in history. The NASA-CNES team has worked diligently to maximize 
satellite performance and data return throughout the satellite's life. The 
TOPEXiPoseidon satellite flies in tandem with the NASA-CNES Jason mission 
for a period of 6 to 9 months to intercalibrate the two satellites' instruments. The 
Jason satellite was launched in 200 1 to extend sea surface height measurements 
into the next decade. 
For more information regarding TOPEXIPoseidon, please visit the following 
Web site: http://topex-www.jpLiaasa.gov/mission/topexhtml. 
TOPEX/Poseidon is a highly successful collaboration between NASA and 
the French Space Agency, Centre National dY8tudes Spatiales (CNES). 
TOPEX/Poseidon is an oceanography satellite designed to monitor global ocean 
circulation and to increase humanity's understanding of the role of oceans in 
Earth's climate. Launched in 1992 from French Guiana, TOPEXRoseidon was 
designed to operate for 3 years, but it has lasted more than 9 years with flaw- 
less performance. TOPEWPoseidon continues to provide ocean seientists with 
a unique, revolutionary view of our ocean waters, which are so vital to all life. 
Satellite image of TOPEX/Poseidon showing oceano- 
graphic temperature patterns. 
TOPEX/Poseidon image showing total energy dissipation 
throughout the wsrld's oceans. 
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TOPM/POSEIDON France TOPOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT 
TOPEXPoseidon est une collaboration parfaitement rkussie entre la NASA et 
le Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES). TOPEX/Poseidon est un 
satellite d'ocianographie, congu pour surveiller la circulation des oceans B 
17Cchelle de la plankte et permettre B l'humanite de mieux comprendre le r6le 
des oceans par rapport au climat de la Terre. Lance en 1993 en Guide 
Frangaise, TOPEXPoseidon a 6te congu pour fonctionner pendant 3 ans, mais 
il a Ct6 exploit6 pendant plus de 9 annees sans aucune anomalie. 
TOPEXPoseidon continue d'offrir aux chercheurs qui dtudient les oceans 
une vision unique et r6volutionnaire de nos oceans, qui sont essentiels B la vie. 
TOPEXPoseidon utilise un altimktre radar pour mesurer la topographie de la 
surface des mers sur plus de 90 pour cent des oceans sans glace de la Terre. 
TOPEXPoseidon a accompli les aches suivantes : 
evaluation des niveaux des mers avec une precision sans precedent B 5 cm 
pr&s et observation en continu de I'ensemble de la topographie des oceans ; 
W g e  satellite de TOPEXPuseidon illustrant les 
Qcarts des tempkatures oe6anogmphiqnes. 
I surveillance des effets des courants des oc6ans sur les changements climatiques et production des premikres visions d'ensemble des changements saisonniers des courants. 
surveillance B grande 6chelle des caractkristiques des oc6ans c o m e  les 
vagues Rossby et Kelvin et etude de phtnomknes tels que El Nifio, La Nifia, 
et la Pacific Decadal Oscillation ou PDO (Oscillation decennale du 
Pacifique). 
elaboration de cartes illustrant les variations des courants des bassins et 
r6union de donnCes g6n6rales en m e  de valider les modkles de circulation 
des oceans. 
Clahoration de cartes illustrant 1'6volution annCe par annee de la chaleur 
emagasinke dans la couche superieure des oceans. 
realisation de cartes giographiques prkcises des makes ; et 
amdlioration des connaissances humaines dans le domaine de la gravitk 
de la Terre. 
TOPEXPoseidon est devenu le satellite radar ayant gravitk le plus longtem s P autour de la Terre. L'Cquipe conjointe du CNES et de la NASA a travai 16 
avec diligence pour optimiser les performances du satellite et les rksultats 
issus des donnees tout au long de la vie du satellite. Le satellite 
Image de TOPEXPoseidon mmtrant la TOPEX/Poseidon vole en tandem avec la mission Jason du CNES et de la 
d iss ipd~n totale de 1ynergie & traven les NASA pendant une p6riode de 6 B 9 mois pour intercalibrer les instruments 
de la plaakte. des deux satellites. Le satellite Jason a 6t6 lance en 2001 pour poursuivre la 
mesure de la hauteur des mers au cours de la prochaine decennie. 
Pour plus de renseignements concernant TOPEXPoseidon, consultez le site 
Web suivant : http:~topex-~~~.jp1.nasagov/missiodt~p&~htmC. 
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JASON France 
Jason is a joint project between NASA and the French Space Agency, Centre 
National d'~tudes Spatiales (CNES). The Jason satellite monitors global ocean 
circulation and researches the role of oceans in Earth's climate. Jason is a fol- 
low-on mission to the highly successful U.S.@rench TOPography Experiment 
(T0PEX)IPoseidon mission that measured ocean surface topography to an 
zccmcy of bettar than 5 centimeters, and it enabled scientists to forecast the 
1997-1998 El NSo. Jason was launched on December 7,2001, on a Delta II 
rocket from Vandenbe% Air Force Base in California. 
The primary requirement for Jason is to provide a continuation of the 
TOPEXrP09f:idon mission's high-accuracy radar althetry measurements. A 
mmdary requirement is to provide near-real-time data for operational marine 
nowcasting and numerical prediction of sea state, ocean circulation, and 
weather. 
The Jasan satellite carries both US. and French instruments. CNES provides 
the satellite bus (PROTEUS), the Poseidon-2 Altimeter (C- a ~ d  Ku-band), aad 
Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellite (DORIS), 
a Doppler fmcking antenna that receives ground signals for precise orbit deter- 
mination, satallite tracking, and ionospheric correction data h r  the CNES 
altimeter. NASA provides the microwave radiometer# the BlackJack Global 
Positioning Sptem receiver, and the laser retroreflector array. NASA also pro- 
vides the launch vehicle, launch services, and mission operations. Jason's radar 
altimeter measures the precise distance between the satellite and the sea sur- 
face by determining the round-trip travel time of micrmve pulses bounced 
fran the spacecraft to the sea surface and back to the spacecraft. 
Jason flies in tandem with the TOPEX%seidon satellite for a period of 6 to 9 
months to intercalibrate the two satellites' instruments, and it will eventually 
replace TY)PEX/Poseidon in gathering important ocean althetry data. 
For more information regarding the Jason mission, please visit the following 
Web site: http://topex-www.jpl.nasa.gov/missionljaon-l.html. 
TOPEX/Poseidon and Jason gather data on a parallel 
path providing maximum coverage of the ocean f l o o ~  
Depiction of Jason-1 in space. 
These images show sea surface height an~malbs with the 
seasonal cycle (the e&:-cts of summer, fall, winter,.and 
sphg) removed. The iliffeiences b a e e n  what we see 
and what is normal far different times and regions are 
called anomalies, or residuals. When ocemgraphers and 
eihnatologists view these "anom-dies,'' they can identify 
u n d  patterns and tell bow heat is being stored in the 
ocedn to influence fitwe planekq c b t e  events. 
France JASON 
Jason est un projet Fommun 8 la NASA, 1'Agence spatiale frangaise et au 
Centre National d7Etudes Spatiales (CNES). Le satellite Jason surveille la 
circulation des oceans 8 176chelle de la planbte et effectue des recherches sur 
le r6le des oceans par rapport au climat de la Terre. Jason est une mission qui 
suit la mission TOPography Experiment (T0PEX)IPoseidon qui f i t  un fianc 
succbs et dont l'objectif etait de mesurer la topographie de la surface des 
ochns avec une precision supirieure 8 5 cm et grace 8 laquelle les chercheurs 
ont pu prevair le, phenombne El Nifio de 1997 et 1998. Jason a ete lance le 
7 decembre 2001 8 bord d'une fusee Delta I1 de la base militaire aerieme 
Vanderberg, en Californie. 
Le r6le de Jason consiste avant tout 8 poursuivre la mission de 
TOPEX/Poseidon qui fournissait des mesures d'aitimdtrie par radar hautement 
TOPEXRoseiClon @t r~~!.eflent hs do*6@ precises. Jason doit dgalement fournir en temps quasi-reel des domees 
m m c b m i ~  paraU&le, &ant ahsi m e  permettant d'emettre des previsions numCriques et immediates sur l'ktat de la 
cauverture optima10 des fonds oczBmiques. mer, la circulation des oceans et la metdo. 
Reprdsentation de Jason-1 dans l'espace. 
Ces images montrent les anomalies au niveau de la 
hauteur de la surface de la mer dans le cas d'une 
disparition des cycles saisonniers (incidences de 
17Ct6, de l'automne, de 17hiver et du printemps). 
Les differences entre ce que nous voyons et ce qui 
est normal pour les diffkrentes dpoques et regions 
sont appeldes anomalies >) ou residus. Lorsque 
les ocdanographes et les climatologues voient ces 
(( anomalies D, ils peuvent identifier les schkmas 
inhabituels et determiner la quantiti de chaleur 
emmagasinde dans les oceans et son incidence 
- ,  future au niveau des dv6nements climatiques 
de la planbte. 
Le satellite Jason contient des instnunents americains et frangais. CNES 
I fournit le bus satellite (PROTEUS), l'altimbtre Poseidon-2 (Bande C et Ku) et 
Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellite (DORIS), 
une antenne Doppler qui regoit les signaux de la terre pour determiner l'orbite 
avec precision, assurer la suivi du satellite et emettre des donndes correctives 
ionosphkriques pour l'altimbtre du CNES. La NASA fournit le radiombtre 8 1 micro-ondes, le recepteur du Systbme de Positionnement Global BlackJack et 
la matrice du retroreflecteur laser. La NASA fournit kgalement le vdhicule de 
lancement, les services de lancement et les operations de la mission. 
L'altimbtre radar de Jason mesure la distance prdcise entre le satellite et la 
surface de la mer en determinant la durde du voyage aller-retour des pulsions 
micro-ondes entre la navette spatiale et la surface de la mer, puis de retour 8 la 
navette spatiale. 
Jason vole en tandem avec le satellite TOPEXPoseidon sur une pdriode de 6 2t 
9 mois pour intercalibrer les instruments des deux satellites, et remplacera 
6ventuellement TOPEX/Poseidon pour la collecte des donnees d7altimBtrie 
des oceans. 
Pour plus de renseignements concernant la mission Jason, veuillez consulter le 
site Web suivant : h f t p : / / t ~ p ~ - ~ , r ' p L n a ~ 1 1 . g 0 : v ~ m i S s i o ~  
CALIPSO 
CLOUD-AEROSOL LlDAR AND INFRARED 
PATHFINDER SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS France 
The Claud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations 
(CALIPSO) is a joint mission between NASA and the French Space Agency, 
Centre National d'~tudes Spatiales (CNES). NASA is providing mission man- 
agement and systems engineering, a three-channel lidar, a wide field camera, 
payload operations, data downlink, data management, algorithm development, 
data archival and distribution, and launch. C M S  is providing the PROTEU3 
platform, satellite engineering, satellite operations, the Imaging Infrared 
Radiometer (IIR), algorithm development for the IIR, and a data site. 
I 
CALIPSO will be launched from Vandenberg Air Force Base in Califarnia. 
CALIPSO, together with the CloudSat satellite, will be launched on a Delta II 
launch vehicle in 2005 and will fly in formation with CloudSat and NASA's 
Earth Science Enterprise Aqua satellite to provide a unique 3-year coincident 
set of global data on aerosol and cloud pmperties, radiative fluxes, and 
atmospheric state. The data provided by CALIPSO will greatly improve 
predictions of the regional impacts of long-term climate change, allowing a 
scientific basis for understanding and assessing the impact of climate change. 
The scientific advances enabled by tbis coincident data set will also result in 
the improvement of short-term [days) weather forecasts, as well as forecasts on 
seasonal-to-intemual time scales. CALIPSO will augment the capabilities of 
the civilian operational Earth-observing satellite used by the National Weather 
Service, providing a unique eapability to monitor volcanic plumes and the 
long-range transport of pollutants that impact air quality and visibility. 






E d s  radiation budget is a balance 'between incom'ing and outgoing rqpiation. Cl'ouds 
affect the radiation bdget by reflecting sunlight &to space (cooling Earth) or 
absorbing energy and heat emitted by Earth. When cloud~@bsorb sunlight and heat, less 
energy escapes fo space, and ffie planet warms. To wddrstiind how clouds impact the 
energy budget, soientists need to know the composition of cloud'particles, the altitude of 
clouds, and the extent to which clouds at different altitudes oveydp each other. 
5 
The satellites of the constellation will fly in a 705- 
kilometer, circular, Sun-synchronous polar orbit, pro- 
viding nearly simuItaneous observations and combining 
CALIPSO observations with complementary observations 
from other platforms. This unique data set of aerosol and 
cloud optical and physical properties and aerosol-cloud 
interactions will substantially increase our understanding 





Arrwnbly (ST4 - 
I 
CALLPSO will ily a three-channel lidar and passive 
instruments in formation with Aqga aqd CloudSat to 
obtain coincident observatons of radiative fluxes and 
atmospheric state. . 
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CALIPSO 
CLOUD-AEROSOL LlDAR AND INFRARED PATHFINDER 
SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS 
Les sa9Ilites de la constellation vobront en' orbite 
polaire ckcu1aire de 705 h, synclironisde avec le 
s'oI'ei1, e't procureront des obsemations qvasi- 
sitzrdMes, et combimxont les observations de la 
CALIPSO a m  observations compl6mentaires 
issues des autres plates-fomes. Ces domdes 
nnlques mu les propiBtBs physiques et optiques 
des adresols et des nuages, et les bteractbns 
aCrosol-nuage augnmnteront substmtiellement notre 
comprBhemion en ce qui cowerne le systbme 
clinnatiqye et 1'CventnaliM d'm changemat 
de clima6. 
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Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pa-thfinder Satellite Observations 
(CALIPSO) est une m@sion commune entre la NASA, 1'Agence spatiale 
ii-anqaise et le Centre $Etudes Spatiales (CNES). La NASA gkre la mission et 
fournit l'ingdnierie des systemes, un lidar B trois canaux, une camCra h champ 
dlargi, des opdrations de charge utile, des donndes B li8ison descendante, la 
gestion des donndes, le ddveloppement des algorithmes, l'archivage et la 
distribution des donndes, et le lancement. CNES foumit la plate-forme 
PROTEUS, l'ingknierie satellite, l a  opCrations $u satellite, le radiometre 
d'image A infkarouge TTR), le d6veloppement des algorithmes pour 1'W et un 
site de domdes. CAL & SO sera 1ancCe A partir de la base militaire adrienne de 
Vanderberg, en Californie. 
CALIPSO, sera lancte en tandem avec le satellite CloudSat B bord d'un 
vtShicule de lancement Delta I1 en 2005 et volera en formation avec CloudSat 
et le satellite Earth Science Enterprise Aqua de la NASA, en we de fournir un 
ensemble unique de donn6es globales recueillies sur une pdriode de 3 ans sur 
les propribth des nuages et des a&osols, les flux de rayonnement et l'dtat de 
l'atmosph2re. Les donndes fournies par Calipso amClioreront grandement les 
prddictions sur les impacts rbgionaux B long terme du changement climatique, 
pennettant ainsi de mieux comprendre et d'Cvaluer scientifiquement l'impact 
du changement climatique. Les p r o e s  scientifiques rdalistis g&ce A ces 
donnks coificidentielles permegtront dgalement d'amCIiorer A court terme (en 
nombre de jours) les prhvirrions mCtCorologiques, de meme que les prdvisions 
sur les Cchelles saisonnikres B interannuelles. CALIPSO augmentera la 
capacit6 du satellite d'observation de la T a e  utilid par le National Weather 
Service car il permettra de suweiller les aigrettes volcaniques et le transport 
de polluants qui influent la qualitd de I'air et la visibilit.6. 
Pour plus de renseignements sur CALIPSO, veuillez consulter le site Web 





CALIPSO fera voler un linar B trois canaux et des 
b.truments passifs en formation avee Aqua et 
Cbudsat pour obtenir des observations Le cal~ul des radiations de la Tme consiste en an &quiUobe n&e les radiations 
wbcidentielles sur les flux de rayonnement et sui entrantes et les radiations sortantes. Les nuages affectent le calcul des 
les domi8es a t m ~ ~ q u ~ s .  st - radiations directement en refldtant la lumiere du soleil dans l'espace (ph6nomBne qui abontir B un refroidissement de la Terre) ou en absorbant 
'1"CmgL et la chaleur 6mises par la Terre. Lorsque les nuages absorbent 
f la lumihre du seleil et la chaleur, une quantitd moindre d'dnergie est 
ddgaghe dam l'espztce, phCbom6ne qui donne lieu B un rCchauffement 
de la planbte. Pour comprendre comment les nnages influen~emt b calcd de 
l'dnergie, les cherchews doivent comaitre la compositi~n des particules 
des nuages, l'altitude des nuages et b degrC de chevauchement des 
nuages, entre eux A diffdrentes altitudes. - 
CHAMP 
CHALLENGING MINI-SATELLITE PAY LOAD FOR 
GEOSClENTlFlC RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS PROGRAM Germany 
The Challenging Mini-Satellite Payload for Geoscientific Research and 
Applications Program (CHAMP) is a small satellite designed for geo- 
, 
scientific and atmospheric research and applications managed by the I 1 
GeoForschungsZentrum Potsdam (GFZ) and the German Aerospace Center (m. Launched on July 15,2000, in response to the International Decade of 
Geopotmtial Field Research, CHAMP maps the gravity and magnetic fields of 
Earth and performs atmospheric and ionospheric sounding. NASA provided a 
~ u r b o ~ o &  GPS receiver for this mission, and France provided a precision 
STAR accelerometer. ln addition, the U.S. Air b e  Research Laboratory pro- 
vided a Digital Ion Drift Meter to measure electric currents flawing witbin 
Earth's ionosghere, CHAMP was lawhed fram Plesetsk Cosmodmme aboard 
a Russian C&OS launch vehicle. 
With its highly accurate, multifunctional, and complementary payload ele- 
ments (magnetometer, accelerometer, star sensor, GPS receiver, laser 
retroreflector, ion drift meter) and its orbit characteristics (near-polar, low-alti- 
tude, long-duration), CHAMP is generating highly accurate gravity and 
magnetic field measurements of Earth over a 5-year period. This allows for 
detection not only of spatial variations in both fields, but also their variability 
over time. 
The primary science objectives of the CHAMP mission are to provide the following: 
mapping of Earth's global long- to medium-wavelength gravity field and tem- 
poral variations with applications in geophysics, geodesy, and oceanography; 
mapping of Earth's global magnetic field and temporal variations with appli- 
cations in geophysics and solar terrestrial physics; and 
atmospheric/ionospheric sounding with applications in global climate stud- 
ies, weather forecasting, and navigation. 
The CHAMP satellite remains in healthy condition and has been followed by 
a second, equally compelling U.S.-German gravity mission called the Gravity 
Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE), launched in 2002. Together, data 
from these two missions will provide needed constraints on low-order gravity 
effects. In addition to this shared objective, CHAMP continues to provide mag- 
netic field measurements that help map the ionospheric and magnetospheric 
current system and detect the magnetic signal of ocean tidal flow. Global pro- 
files of dry temperature and humidity are also obtained from radio occultation 
of CHAMP using GPS technology. 
For more information regarding C H M ,  please visit the following Web sites: 
h~~/op.&-p~tsdamria /c Imm~urdwC~hhnl  and http:/geneskjpI.nasa. 
gov/irtmvinisswndC~html.  
Gr;aviVy a @ m l y  image derived from CHAMP GPS 
satellite-to-satellite and accelerometer data from the 
perhd July 20W to June 2003. 
Central Americm 
Magnetic protocol field (to 90°) from a model derived 
fram 3 years of CHAMP data. (Coul.tesy of GFZ 
Potsdam) 
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CHAMP 
CHALLENGING MINI-SATELLITE PAYLOAD-PROGRAM FlJR 
GEOWISSENSCHAFTLICHE FORSCHUNG UND ANWENDUNG 
- 
Schwerhahi,malie;abbildung von CHAMP 
GPS-Satellit-zu-Satellit-aten und 




Magnetisches ProtokoMeld (bis 90") vcm einem 
Modell, das m s  CHAMP-Daten @ b e  e&en 
Zeitraum von h i  Jahren ermittelt wurde ' 
@n.dicheweise von GFZ Potsdm zur 
V i g u n g  gestett) 
Das Challenging Mini-Satellite Payload-Programm fiir geowissenschaftliche 
Forschung und Anwendung (CHAMP) ist ein kleiner Satellit f ir  
geowissenschaftliche und atmosphiirische Forschung und Anwendungen und 
wird vom GeoForschungsZentrum Potsdam (GFZ) und dem Deutschen 
Zentrum fiir Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR) geleitet. CHAMP wurde am 15. Juli 
2000 als Antwort auf das Internationale Jahrzehnt der geopotenziellen 
Primarerhebung abgeschossen. CHAMP stellt die Schwerkraft und die 
magnetischen Felder der Erde kartografisch dar und fiihrt atmospharische und 
ionosphiirische Sondierungen durch. Die NASA lieferte einen TurboRogue 
GPS-Empfanger fur diese Mission und Frankreich stellte einen STAR 
Prazisions-Beschleunigungsmesser zur Verfiigung. Des Weiteren lieferte das 
amerikanische Air Force Research Laboratory einen digitalen Ionen- 
Abdriftmesser, der elektrische Stromungen misst, die innerhalb der 
Ionosphare flieljen. CHAMP wurde vom Plesetsk Cosmodrome an Bord einer 
russischen Cosmos Abschussrampe abgeschossen. 
Mit seinen sehr genauen, multifunktionalen und sich erganzenden 
Nutzlastelementen (Magnetometer, Beschleunigungsmesser, 
Sternrichtungsgeber, GPS-Empfanger, Laser-Riickstrahler, Ionen- 
Abdriftmesser) und seinen Erdumlaufbahn-Eigenschaften (nahe dem Pol, 
niedrige Hohe, langlebig) generiert CHAMP uber einen Zeitraum von fiinf 
Jahren sehr genaue Messungen der Schwerkraft und des magnetischen Felds 
der Erde. Dies ermoglicht nicht nur das Erkennen raumlicher Veranderungen 
in beiden Bereichen, sondern auch ihrer Veranderlichkeit uber die Jahre. 
Die wichtigsten wissenschaftlichen Ziele der CHAMP-Mission sind: 
die kartografische Darstellung des langfristigen bis rnittelfristigen 
Wellenlangenfelds der Erde und die zeitlichen Veranderungen in der 
Geophysik, Geodbie und Ozeanografie, 
die kartografische Darstellung des globalen magnetischen Felds und der 
zeitlichen Veranderungen in der Geophysik und der solarterrestrischen 
Physik und 
die atmospharische/ionospharische Sondierung mit Anwendungen bei 
globalen Klimastudien, Wettervorhersagen und der Navigation. 
Der CHAMP-Satellit ist nach wie vor einsatzfahig und eine meite ebenso 
eindrucksvolle amerikanisch-deutsche SchwerkraRmission folgte, die Gravity 
Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) heiljt und im Jahre 2002 
abgeschossen wurde. Die Daten dieser beiden Missionen werden gemeinsam 
die benotigten Begrenzungen der geringfiigigen Schwerkraftwirkungen 
liefern. Zusatzlich zu diesem gemeinsamen Ziel liefert CHAMP weiterhin 
magnetische Feldmessungen, die bei der kartografischen Darstellung des 
ionoslshiirischen und magnetos~harischen Stromungssvstems und bei der 
~ntdeckung der magnetischen signale von 0zeangez~it&tr6mungen helfen. 
Globale Profile der trockenen Tem~eraturen und der Luftfeuchtidceit werden 
auch von der Funkabdeckung voi CHAMP mittels der ~ ~ ~ - % e c h n o l o ~ i e  
erhalten. 
Weitere Informationen zu CHAMP finden Sie auf den folgenden Websites: 
h t t p : / / o p d z - p - p a i s d a m . d e / c h a m p / i n d ~ I  und 
http://genesis~pLnas~gov/htmVmiSsi~ndCRAMP.htinI 
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GRACE 
GRAVITY RECOVERY AND CLIMATE EXPERIMENT 
The Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) is a joint partnership 
between NASA and the German Aerospace Center (DLR) in Germany. 
GRACE operates a pair of identical satellites flying in a precisely controlled 
(to within microns over a distance of more than 220 kilometers between the 
two satellites) tandem formation to provide a new model of Earth% gravity 
field, with unprecedented accuracq! every 30 days. The two satellites and 
instruments are prwided by N M s  Jet Propulsion Laboratory (PL). Germany 
provides satellite operations and data downlink facilities; Germany also 
provided the launch on a.Russian b k o t  vehicle on March 174 2002, &om 
Plesetsk Cosmodrorne in Russia. 
The gravity field of Earth is variable in both space aad time and is a major con- 
straint on the knowledge of mean and time-variable mass distribution of Earth. 
GRACE is mapping Earth's gravity field by making repeated measurements of 
the distance between the mission's two satellites, using range measurements 
&om GPS and an intersatellite microwave ranging system. In 2003, using only 
11 1 days of GRACE satellite data, the GRACE science team released a prelim- 
inary model of Earth" gravity field 10 to 100 times more accurate than the 
previous model, which was constructed using decades of geodetic data. 
GRACE data are yielding crucial in5ormation about the distribution andmove- 
ment of mass within the solid Earth and its fluid surroundings and are also 
supporting a number of important studies on global climate variability and 
change. GRACE is the newest tool helping oceanographers unlack the secrets 
of ocean circulation and its effect on climate. The gravity variations that 
GRACE measures enable the monitoring of changes due to deep,currents in the 
ocean runoff and groundwater storage on land masses, mass exchanges 
between ice sheets or glaciers and the oceans, and variations of mass within 
Earth and its influence on longpterm sea-level change. The geoid heights 
derived from GRACE gravity models will allow improved determination of 
ocean circulation fiom the decade-long, altimekr-dP;rived mean sea surface 
record a d  will improve understanding of atmosphere-ocean heat exchange. 
An additional goal of the mission is to create a better profile of Earth's atmo- 
spheric temperature. 
The Principal Investigator for the GRACE mission is Dr. Byron Tapley at the 
University of Texas Center for Space Research. The Co-Principal Investigator, 
Dr. Christoph Reigber, is at the GeoForschungsZentrum Potsdam in Germany. 
Project management and systems engineering activities are carried out by JPL. 
For more information regarding GRACE, please visit the following Web sites: 
http://www.csr. utaras.edu/grace/ and http://www.dlr.de. 
Germany 
'Image of Earth colored ac.eorag to reldtive gravity, as 
~~ by GRACE. This ~ & l  %w ba& Ton a pie- 
l b h n y  analysis of 11 I days of in-flight data gathered 
du.*g tke commissipning phase ofthe GRACE mission. 
lne twin ORAGE satellites circling the globe in tandem. 
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I 
Bild der Erde, das entsprechend der relativen 
Schwerkraft gefarbt ist, wie sie von GRACE 
gemessen wurde. Dieses Model1 basiert auf einer 
vorlaufigen Analyse von Flugdaten iiber 11 1 Tage, 
die wahrend der Inbetriebnahmephase der 
GRACE-Mission gesammelt wurden. 
Die GRACE-Zwillingssakllilten udm;;Yd die 
Erde im Tandem. 
GRACE 
GWITY RECOVERY AND CUMATE EXPERIMENT 
Das Gravity Recovery and Climate -Experiment (GRACE) ist ein 
gemeinsames Projekt der NASA und des Deutsches Zentrums fiir Luft- und 
Radahrt (DLR) in Deutschland. GRACE betreibt zwei identische Satelliten, 
die in einer enau gestenerten @is zu mkometergenau bei einem Abstand 
von 220 Kifometern zwischen den beiden Satelliten) Tandemformation 
fliegen, um alle 30 Tage ein neues Modell des Schwerefelds der Erde lait 
beispielloser Genauigkeit zu liegrn. Die beiden Satelliten und die Instruments 
werden vom Jet Propulsion Laboratory der NMA gelief&. Deutschland stellt 
den Satellitenktrieb und die Gefilte fiir die Datenanbindung zur VerRigung. 
Deutschland war auch fiir den Abschms auf einer russischen Rockot-Rampe 
am 17. Mirz 2002 vom Plesetsk Cosmodrome in Russland verantwortlich. 
Das Schwerefeld der Erde ist in Rawn und Zeit veriinderlich und bildet eine 
Hauptbeschrlinkung der Kenntnisse fiber die dufchschnittliche und 
zeitvariable Masseverteilung der Erde. GRACE stefit hdografisch das 
Schwerefeld der Erde dar, indem wiederholte Messungen des Abstanh 
mischen den beiden Satelliten dieser Mission unter Verwendung von 
Bereichsme$sungen von GPS und 'eines M&rowellenentfemungsmesssystems 
zwischen den Satelliten durchgplmhrt werden. Unter Verwendung der 
GRACE-Satellitendaten von nur 11 1 Tagen veriiffentlichte das 
Wissenschaftlerteam von GRACE 2003 ein vorlirufiges Model1 des 
Schwerefelds der Erde, &s 10 bis 100 Ma1 genauer als das vorherige Modell 
ist* dsrs nach Jahrzehnten der geoatischen Datensanmalung erstellt wnrde. 
Die GRACE-Daten liefern ausschlaggebende Informationen uber die 
Verteilung und Bewegung von Massen der festen Erde und ihrer flasigen 
Umgebung und unterstiitzen eine Anzahl von wichtigen Studien iiber die 
globale Klimavertindercei und den K1imawechsa;l. GRACE ist das 
neueste Hilfsmittel, das den Ozeanografen hilft, die Geheimnisse der 
ozeaniachen Zirkulation und ihrer Wirkung auf das JSlima zu lttften, Die von 
GRACE gemessenen Variationen der Schwerkmft ermiiglichen die 
Uberwachung der Andangen, die auf den tiefen StrGmungen im 
Ozeanablauf und Grundwasser auf den Landmassen, den Masseaustauschen 
gischen den Eisplatten oder Gletschern und den Ozeanen und auf den 
Pinderungen der Masse ixlnerhalb der Erde und dem Einfluss der langfristigen 
Meereshiihe beruhen. Die von den GRACE-Schwerkraftmodellen abgeleiteten 
geoiden Biihen werden eine bessere Bestimmung der Ozeanzirkulation 
ermiiglichen als die Aufzeickungen der Hiihenmessung der 
durchschnttlichen Meere~oberflilche~ die jahmehtelang d u r c h g e m  
wurden, d das Verst2inndnis des Hitzeaustauschs von Atrnosp&&e und Ozean 
verbessern. Ein weiteres Ziel der Mission bi1de.t die Erstellung ehes besseren 
Profils der atmqhlirischen Tempera- der Erde. 
Der leitende Farscher der GMCJi-Mission ist Dr. Byron Tapley vom 
Zentrum fiir Weltraumforschung der University of Texas. Der Co-leitende 
Fomher ist Dr. Christoph Reigber, vom GeoForschungsZentnun Potsdam in 
Deutschland. Die Projektleitung und die Systemingenieumktivitiiten werden 
von JPL durchgefihrt. 
Weitere Informationen zu GRACE fmden Sie auf den folgenden Websitss: 
ht@:h~nW.cs~. utexai.eddpac J u n d  h@d/www.dlr4de. 
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SRTM 
SHU~TLE RADAR TOPOGRAPHY MISSION Germany 
The Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) is an international collabora- 
tive project among NASA, the National Imagery and Mapping Agency 
(NIMA), the German Aerospace Center (DLR), and the Italian Space Agency 
(ASI). The purpose of the SRTM mission, which flew successfully on the 
Space Shuttle Endeavour (STS-99) in February 2000, was to map Earth's land 
surface in three dimensions. Using sophisticated radar instruments, SRTM 
produced, in a single 10-day Shuttle flight, data sufficient to produce a mosaic 
of 80 percent of Earth's land surface at 30-meter resolution. When data pro- 
cessing is completed, these data will compose the most complete near-global, 
high-resolution database of Earth's topography. To date, SRTM has produced 
900-meter-resolution topography data for the entire globe through a merger 
with GTOPO 30 data, a popular topographic data set of variable quality. 
SRTM-derived research-quality data at 90-meter resolution are available for 
Asia, North and South America, and Africa. It is anticipated that all 90-meter 
SRTM research-quality data will be publicly available by September 2004. 
To acquire this topographic data, the SRTM payload was outfitted with two 
radar antennas--one in the Shuttle payload bay, the other on the end of a 60- 
meter (200-foot) mast that extended fiom the payload bay once the Shuttle was 
in space. Using the technique of interferometry, SRTM collected data over 
Earth's landmass, home to nearly 95 percent of the world's population. 
The technical objectives of SRTM were to develop and demonstrate the capa- 
bility of obtaining single-pass interferometric SAR data in both C- and X-band 
and to process consistently these data on a global scale. NASA provided the C- 
band SAR. The German satellite company Dornier Satellitensy~teme, together 
with ASI, was responsible for the development of the X-band SAR (X-SAR) 
instrument. DLR, as the project lead, was responsible for systems engineering, 
mission operation, calibration, data processing, archiving, distribution, and 
data utilization of X-band SAR. DLR also provided science teams for the 
SRTM mission. 
The Shuttle Radar Topography Mission represents a breakthrough in the sci- 
ence of remote sensing and will lead to the production of topographic maps of 
the entire Earth that are 30 times more precise than the best global maps pre- 
viously available. SRTM data products are enhancing scientific, commercial, 
and military activities, with applications such as natural-hazard monitoring, 
urban planning, and improved air navigation. 
For more information regarding SRTM, please visit the following Web sites: 
http://www.jpLnasagov/srtm/, http://photojournal.jpLnasagov/mission/ 
SRTM, and http://www.dlr.ddsrtm/. 
World in Mercator Projection, Shaded Relief, and 
Colored Height. Earth's landforms, between latitudes 
60" north and 56O south, as mapped by SRTM in 
February 2000. 
Malaspina Glacier, Alaska, Perspective with Landsat 
Overlay. Perspective view of Malaspina Glacier in 
southeastern Alaska, created from a Landsat image and 
a SRTM elevation data set. Rocks camed by the glacier 
form spectacular patterns of huge contortions that result 
fiom the glacier crinkling as it gets pushed from behind 
by the faster-moving valley glaciers. 
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Deutschland SRTM SHUTTLE RADAR TOPOGRAPHY MISSION 
Welt in der Mercator Projektion, schattiertes 
Relief und gefarbte Hohen 
Die Landformen der Erde, zwischen den 
geografischen Breiten 60" Nord und 56" Siid, 
kartografiert im Februar 2000 von SRTM 
Malaspina Gletscher, Alaska, Perspektive mit 
Landsat-Uberlagerung 
Perspqktivische Ansicht des Mahspsa-Gletschers 
im stidostlichen Alaska, erstellt aus einem Landsat 
Bild und einem SRTM-Hohendatensatz. Die vom 
Gletscher getragenen Felsen bilden aufgrund der 
Spaltdildung, die daduroh entsteht, dass der 
mGletscher von hinten durch sjcb schneller 
bewegende Talgletscher angeschoben wird, 
eindrucksvolle, verzerrte Muster. 
Die Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) ist ein internationales 
gemeinschaftliches Projekt der NASA, der National Imagery and Mapping 
Agency (NIMA), des Deutschen Zentrums fiir Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR) 
und der italienischen Weltraumagentur (ASI). Der Zweck der SRTM-Mission, 
die erfolgreich im Februar 2000 auf dem Space Shuttle Endeavour (STS-99) 
flog, war die kartografische dreidimensionale Darstellung der 
Landoberflachen der Erde. Unter Venvendung von komplizierten 
Radarinstnunenten generierte SRTM in einem einzigen 10-tligigen Shuttleflug 
genugend Daten, urn ein Mosaik von 80 Prozent der Landoberflache der Erde 
mit einer 30-Meter-Auflosung zu erstellen. Wenn die Datenverarbeitung 
beendet ist, werden diese Daten die vollstandigste, beinahe globale 
Hochaufliisungsdatenbank der Topografie der Erde bilden. Bis jetzt hat SRTM 
durch eine Fusion mit den GTOPO 30 Daten (popularer topografischer 
Datensatz von unterschiedlicher Qualitat) Topografiedaten mit einer 
900-Meter Auflosung fiir die gesamte Erde erstellt. Daten zur 
Forschungsqualitat von SRTM mit einer 90-Meter-Auflosung sind fiir Asien, 
Nord- und Suclamerika und Afrika verfiigbar. Es wird erwartet, dass alle 
Daten zur ForschungsqualitM von SRTM im September 2004 offentlich 
zuganglich sein werden. 
Um die topografischen Daten zu erhalten, wurde die SRTM-Nutzlast mit zwei 
Radarantemen ausgestattet - eine in der Ladebucht des Shuttles und die 
andere am Ende eines 60 Meter langen Masts, der aus der Ladebucht 
ausgefahren wurde, nachdem sich der Shuttle im Weltraum befand. Unter 
Verwendung von Interferenzmessverfahen sammelte SRTM Daten uber der 
Landmasse der Erde, auf der beinahe 95 Prozent der Weltbevolkerung leben. 
Die technischen Ziele von SRTM waren die Entwicklung und die 
Demonstration der Fahigkeiten, bei einem einzigen Uberflug die 
interferometrischen SAR-Daten sowohl bei C- und X-Bandweiten zu erhalten 
und diese Daten standig auf einer globalen Basis zu verarbeiten. NASA 
lieferte die C-Bandweite SAR. Die deutsche Satellitenfirma Dornier 
Satellitensysteme war gemeinsam mit AS1 fiir die Entwicklung des 
X-Bandweite SAR (X-SAR) Instruments verantwortlich. Das Deutsche 
Zentrum fiir Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR) hatte die Projektleitung inne und war 
fiir die Systemtechnologie, den Missionsbetrieb, die Kalibrierungen, 
Datenverarbeitung, Archivierung, Verteilung und Datenausnutzung der 
X-Bandweite SAR verantwortlich. Das Deutsche Zentrum fiir Luft- und 
Raumfahrt (DLR) stellte auch die Wissenschaftlerteams fiir die SRTM- 
Mission zur Verfiigung. 
Die Shuttle Radar Topography Mission stellt einen Durchbruch in der 
Fernerkundungswissenschaft dar und wird zur Produktion von topografischen 
Karten fiir die gesamte Erde fiihren, die 30-ma1 genauer sind als die besten 
globalen Landkarten. die bis ietzt verfii~bar waren. SRTM-Datenprodukte 
Brdern wissenschaftliche, komkerzielle &d militiirische Aktivitiitec wie die 
Uberwachung von Naturgefahren, Stadteplanung und verbesserte 
Luftnavigation. 
- - 
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TRMM 
TROPICAL RAINFALL MEASURING MISSION India 
In December 1997, NASA, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA), India's Department of Space, and India's Department 
of Science and Technology signed a Memorandum of Understandmg for 
Scientific Cooperation in the Areas of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences. This 
agreement initiated a long-awaited Earth and atmospheric scientific coopera- 
tion among these four agencies and established communication lines for the 
exchange of Earth science data between India and the United Stat-. 
Under the agreement, the India Meteorological Department joined the interna- 
tional effort to calibrate and validate Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission 
(TRMM) data and has provided essential rainfall data over the Indian subcon- 
tinent for this purpose. TRMM is an innovative science mission involving the 
joint NASA-JAXA research satellite that is studying rainfall and the associated 
release of energy in the tropical and semitropical regions of Earth. TRMM con- 
tributes to the understanding of how clouds affect climate and how much 
energy is transported in the global water cycle. In coordination with other 
NASA satellites and with the help of worldwide ground validation efforts, 
TRMM scientists are studying the interactions among water vapor, clouds, and 
precipitation, along with their role in regulating the climate system. 
For more information regarding TRMM, please visit the following Web site: 
http:/hm~.fc.n~~sa.guV. 
d tx,opictd cyclo~e witk reported A d s  of up to 75 miles 
per hour hit the emt coast of India just after midnight 
I~cal  timg on December 16,24303. At least 1 1 pe~ple 
prepisbed in the s t o m  which lrreught heavy rains to the 
regiotl. The lXMM satellite obtained this image ofthe 
cyclone just as the cenfer was apptOachg the coasY1he. 
The inmge was ,taken at 12:OO universal time coordinated 
(UTC); on December 15,2003. It shows the cycloqe's 
-taWall distribution from 'above as seen by the TRMM 
Precipitation Radar in &e h e r  swath and ibe 'PWM 
M i c r m  Imager in fhe eater swath dverldd on infr;tred 
d& from the TiWM Visible Infrared Scanner in WE@. 
The TRMM satellite measured rainfall accumulation 
over India and Bangladesh in the summer of 2002. 
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MEIDEX 
MEDITERRANEAN ISRAEL DUST EXPERIMENT 
NASA and the Israel Space Agency (ISA) cooperated on the flight of Israel's 
Tel Aviv University's Mediterranean Israel Dust Experiment (MEIDEX), on 
board Columbia, mission STS-107, in January 2003. Although the mission 
ended with the tragic loss of Calumbia and its crew, some of the research data 
collected during MEIDEX were retained, The data will be wed to develop new 
methods to observe dust from space and to understand the effect of dust on 
weather and climate. Dust affects Earth% enerm balance and contributes to 
change8 in surfwe and atmospheric temperature and precipitation. It is an 
important fertilizer of the oceans. 
Measurements from MEIDEX were made with a camem consisting of six spec- 
tral channels. These channels included the u1traviolet, for measurements of dust 
similar to those of the Total Ozone Mapping Spedramter (TOMS), and the 
visible to near-infrared channel, for measurements similar to those of the 
Moderate Resolutian Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIq. Anal@is of the 
data and comparison to the ground and aircraft measurements indiated how to 
better use TOMS atlrl MODIS data. Several mondary goals have also been 
established, including measurements of the reflective properties of Earth's 
d a c e s  visibility in the atrnmphere, and nighthe spectral obsy:rvations of 
Transient Luminous Events (TLEs, ofbn called sprites) above the tops ofthun- 
derclauds. The data from the visibility experiment were lost in tbe aceiden* 
huwever, an unexpectedlylarge number of TLEs were observed. These will lead 
to a better understanding of the geographical distri'trution and etlergies of these 
mesaspheric phenomena md their role m the global electrical circuit. 
For more information regarding NIEIDEX or Fast Reactio~ Experiments 
Enabling Science, Technology, Applications and Research (FREESTAR), 
please visit the following Web sites: http://unatau.ac.iV-peterAWEIDEX7 
home.htm and htip://sspp.gsfc.na~~gov/hh/'eestar/overview.html. 
MEIDEX work station in Space Shuttle Columbia. 
Dust plume over the Red Sea. 
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ADEOS-II 
ADVANCED EARTH OBSERVING SATELLITE II Japan 
NASA and the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) cooperated on 
the flight of NASA's SeaWinds scatterometer on JAXA's Advanced Earth 
Observing Satellite I1 (ADEOS-11, also known as Midori-11). ADEOS-II 
launched on JAXA's H-IIA launch vehicle on December 14,2002. J A M  lost 
contact with ADEOS-I1 in October 2003, 
NASA's SeaWinds scatterometer is a specialized microwave sensor that mea- 
sures near-surface wind welocity (speed and direction) over Earth's o c m s  
under dear-sky and cloudy conditions. On AREOS-XI, Seawinds continued 
the similar measurements obtained by the NASA scatterometer on ADEOS and 
the fkawinds scatterometer on NASA's Quick Scatterometer (QuikSCAT) 
satellite. The SeaWmds broad measurement: swath provided accurate, fkequent, 
high-resolution measurements of ocean surface wind velocities and directinn; 
this capability enabled the instrument to cover 90 percent of Earth's surface on 
a daily basis. These observations play an increasingly important role in oceano- 
graphic, meteimlogical, and climatic research. 
NASA's SeaWinds instrument provided beneficial data to operational commu- 
nities. The data were used to characterize and track several hurricanes, 
including Hurricane Isabel's path across the Atlantic Ocean in September 
2003. SeaWinds data are also used by the National Ice Center to generate accu- 
rate daily maps of sea ice extent over Earth's polar regions. 
JAXA's ADEOS-I1 satellite monitored global climate and environmental 
changes and expansion of the ozone holes, and it investigated the causes of 
these changes. ADEOS-11 was equipped with two JAXA core sensors: the 
Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for the observation of the physi- 
cal aspects of the water cycle, both during the day and at night, and the Global 
Imager for measurements of ocean, land, and cloud properties. In addition to 
these instruments, ADEOS-I1 carried the Environment Agency of Japan's 
Improved Limb Atmospheric Spectrometer for monitoring the ozone layer and 
the French Space Agency's Polarization and Directionality of Earth's 
Reflectance sensor for studying the atmosphere and land surface. 
For more information regarding SeaWinds or ADEOS-11, please visit the follow- 
ing Web sites: http://winds.jplnasag~v and httpdk.j1wajp/index_e.hhnl. 
1 2 3 1 6 6 7 8 S 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 9  
1 Hiod Speed (m/s) 
NASAIJPL scatterometezs QulikSCAT and SeaW.inds 
track Hurrioane Isabel in 2003 from formation near the 
Cape Verde Islands along its track aaross the Atlantic 
Ocean toward the U.S. eastern seaboard. 
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AMSR-E 
ADVANCED MICROWAVE SCANNING RADIOMETER-E Japan 
NASA and the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) are cooperating 
on NASA's Earth Science Enterprise Aqua satellite, launched on May 4,2002. 
Aqua carries JAXA's Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR-E). 
AMSR-E is a passive, forward-looking scanning radiometer with 12 channels 
at six discrete microwave frequencies in the range of 6.9 to 89 gigahertz. 
AMSR-E data are providing information on atmospheric water vapor, cloud 
water, near-surface wind speed, sea surface temperature, precipitation, soil 
moisture, snow cover, and sea ice. 
AMSR-E observations support the study of hydrologic processes that exert a 
strong influence on Earth's climate and weather. For example, atmospheric 
water vapor is Earth's primary greenhouse gas; wind speed at the ocean sur- 
face helps control evaporation; sea surface temperature changes influence 
atmospheric circulation; and precipitation replenishes water supplies. AMSR- 
E measurements of soil moisture are relevant to the study of photosynthesis in 
plants, and AMSR-E measurements of snow cover and sea ice support research 
on their influence on Earth's water cycle, radiation, and energy budgets. 
AMSR-E is obtaining global observations on a routine basis, including surface 
information, even in the presence of clouds and/or darkness, Furthermore, it is 
collecting these observations at a higher spatial resolution than done by previ- 
ous satellite passive-microwave instruments, revealing details in such 
phenomena as tropical instability waves in the eastern tropical Pacific Ocean. 
The products derived from the AMSR-E data are being compared with in situ 
and aircraft observations through a series of validation campaigns that began 
with a joint U.S.-Japanese precipitation campaign in Wakasa Bay, Japan, in 
January 2003. This campaign was followed in the same year by sea ice valida- 
tion campaigns in the Sea of Okhotsk in February and in the Arctic Ocean in 
March; snow campaigns in Colorado in February and March; and soil-mois- 
ture campaigns in Alabama, Georgia, and Oklahoma in June and July and in 
Brazil in December. 
Other instruments on Aqua provide information on atmospheric temperature 
and humidity profiles, clouds, Earth's radiative balance, sea surface tempera- 
ture and ocean biology, and land vegetation. 
For more information regarding AMSR-E or Aqua , please visit the following 
Web sites: http:/k.ghcc.msfc.nmagov/MSR/, http://sharaku.eorc.jaajp/ 
AMSWinde,w_e.htm, and http:laquanasagov. 
Sea surface temperatures along the main thoroughfare of 
emerging Atlantic hurricanes, as derived from AMSR-E 
data cornposited for June 2002. 
AMSR-E measures sea ice extent: white signifies the 
sea ice cover, and gray indicates land. The time period 
depicted is late spring to summer in the Northern 
Hemisphere, with declining sea ice coverage, and late 
fall to whter in the Southern Hemisphere, with advanc- 
ing sea ice. 
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AMSR-E 
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ASTER 
ADVANCED SPACEBORNE THERMAL EMISSION 
AND REFLECTION RADIOMETER Japan 
NASA and Japan"sinistry of Economy, Trade andhdustry (METI) are c o q -  
erating on the flight of METIS Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and 
Refle~tion Radiometer (ASTER) instrument aboard NASA's Terra satellite. 
ASTER provides high-spatial-resolution, multispectral images of Earth's sur- 
face and c10uds. It has 14 spectral b d s  in the visible to the thermal infrared 
wavelength region and high spatial resolutions of 15 to 90 meters. ASTER was 
launched on NASA's Terra spacecraft on December 18, 1999. Terra is NASA's 
first Earth Observing System platform providing glabal data on major aspects 
af the biosphere, atmosphere, and oceans%tmosphere. It carries five state-of- 
the-art sensors that study the interactions among Earth's atmosphere, lands, 
and oceans. 
ASTER is the high-spatial-resolution instrument on the Terra satellite. ASTER'S 
ability to serve as a "zoom" lens for the other Terra instruments is particularly 
important for change detection, calibration/validation, and land surface studies. 
All three ASTER telescopes (visible and near-infrared, short-wavelength 
infrared, and thermal Mared) are pointable in the crosstrack direction. In addi- 
tion, a second visible and near-infrared camera looks aft along a track and 
provides the capability to produce high-quality digital terrain topography. 
Operating on an 8-percent duty cycle, more than 700,000 ASTER scenes cov- 
ering Earth's landmasses were scheduled and acquired since launch. More than 
1,500,000 ASTER scenes and derived products have been distributed to users 
around the world through the Ground Data System at Japan's Earth Remote 
Sensing Data Analysis Center and the U.S. Land Processes Distributed Active 
Archive Center in Sioux Falls, SD. ASTER data and derived products, which 
include detailed maps of land surface temperature, emissivity, reflectance, and 
elevation, are important scientific tools to users from many Earth science dis- 
ciplines. They are routinely used in studying geologic processes, monitoring 
land-cover conditions and change, investigating hydrologic resources and 
processes, monitoring crop condition and development, studying natural disas- 
ters (e.g., flooding and volcanic activity), and performing many other 
important research and practical applications. 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory leads the U.S. ASTER Science Team, which 
coordinates investigations using ASTER products for geological, ecological, and 
other research activities. The U.S. team assists its Japanese ASTER Team colleagues 
with the calibration and validation of the ASTER instrument and its data products. 
ASTER image of I 
ASTER image: hshwct-wavelength i n h e d  bands me 
combhed to highlight tbe different rock types and illus- 
maye the complex folding of the Anti-Atlas Mountains in 
Moracco. The yellowish, orange, and green areas are 
limestones, sandsiones, and gypsum; the $ark blue and 
green areas are mderLyfng granitic rocks. 
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ASTER image of Tokyo, Japan. 
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Japan, Hong Kong, 
and Taiwan 
TRACE-P 
TRANSPORT AND CHEMICAL EVOLUTION OVER THE PACIFIC 
NASA's Transport and Chemical Evolution ova the Pacific (TRACE-P) cmr- 
dinated field experiment was a cooperative project with Japan, Hong Kong, 
and Taiwan. Scientists from Japan, Germany, France, and Norway joined 
TRACE-P as Principal Investigators and participants. 
Conducted in April and May 2001, TRACE-P is the latest in a seri~s of coor- 
dinated field experiments aimed at studying the impact of natural and human 
ccmtributions to atmospheric chemistry and global climate change. Using 
NASA's specially equipped DC-8 andP-3B air& md supported by a tern of 
hternational Earth scientists, the TRACE-P mission took air samples over the 
Pacific. The airborne research was supported by ground-based facilities in 
H a g  Japan* and Taiwan, plus satellite observations. Because of the current 
rapid industrialization of Asian cities, scientists chose the Pacific region for 
study in an effort to better understand the implications of this industrialization 
for global atmospheric composition and climate. The goal ofTRACE-P is to 
characterize the composition of Asian outflow to the Pacific and relate it quan- 
titatively to its sources. Integration of the airmafl observations with satellite 
observations (from the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer, Global Ozone 
Monitoring Experiment, Mmmmeat of Pollution In the Troposphe~ (TvIOPITT)~ 
and Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer @IIOnIS)) and with 
three-dimensional atmospheric models is a critical component of the approach. 
I . . . . . . . . . .  
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co2 (PP~VI  
Distriba'tians of C02 cencentratim measured ihl 
TRACE-P in two altitude ramges. Asian 00Utm at 6-2 
kilometers was mainly from Eossil IN61 c~mbustion and 
respiration, while autflow at 2-8 kilometers had an 
impor@t component &om biomass bur&&: in boqtheast 
h f 0 .  DaTa from S.A. Vay (NASA). 
A first series of reports on TRACE-P results was published in the 
October-November 2003 issues of the Journal of Geophysical Research- 
Atmospheres. A second series has been submitted for publication in the same 
journal. Significant accomplishments to date include the following: 
Average Ozone wbv) 
60 80 100 h i d a  I finding that combustion and halocarbon emissions are much higher than pre- viously expected, while regional biogenic emission of CO, is lower than 
expected over the China peninsula; 
identifying the critical role of aerosols, including dust and pollution compo- 
nents, in contributing to the Asian outflow and its chemical evolution; 
indicating a leveling off of Asian emissions over the past decade; and 
success~lly validating the MOPITT satellite instrument for CO measure- 
ments and integrating TRACE-P and MOPITT data to map the transpacific 
transport and aging of Asian air masses over the Pacific. 
Aemol Soattering Ratio (VS) 
I 5 10 For more information regarding the TRACE-P mission, please visit the follow- 
ing Web sites: http:hww.earth.nasagov/ and http://www-gie.larc.nasagov/ 
gtefrd him. 
Largedscale distribution of ozone atra aerosol conee&atiws measured by Differential 
Absotption Lids (DIAt) over the northwestem Pacific d@ng TRACE-P, as a frlnction 
of altitude and latithde (in degrees). The ozme data illustrate the transition between 
tropical and midlatitude airmasses. 'he aerosol data illustrate t h ~  strong Asian pollution 
outflow at 0-6 kilometers. Thi6 o d o w  was not generally assodiatd with elevated 
ozone. Data fram Edward V; Browell (NASA). 
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TRMM 
TROPICAL RAINFALL MEASURING MISSION 
The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) is a joint NASA-JAXA 
mission launched November 27, 1997, aboard a Japanese H-I1 rocket. NASA 
provided the spacecraft and four instruments, including the TRMM Microwave 
Imager, the Visible Infrared Scanner, the Clouds and Earth's Radiant Energy 
System, and a Lightning Imaging Sensor. JAXA provided the Precipitation 
Radar and the launch. 
TRMM is a research satellite designed to study tropical rainfall and the associ- 
ated release of energy that helps power the global atmospheric circulation, 
thereby shaping both weather and climate around the globe. TRMM contributes 
to the understanding of how clouds affect climate and how much energy is 
transported in the global water cycle. In coordiaation with other NASA satel- 
lites, TRMM scientists are studying the interactions among water vapor, 
clouds, and precipitation, as well as their role in regulating the climate system. 
T W  is currently in its seventh year of successsfi operation. This mission 
has succeeded beyond expectations, producing significant precipitation data 
and real-time data to operational agencies worldwide. TRMN was boosted to 
a higher orbit ia August 2001 to conserve tbe onboard fuel necessary for sta- 
tionkeeping maneuvers and to extend its life. 
SiWcant accomplishments of TRNlh/l include the following: 
TRMM provided the first radar and radiometer observation of precipitation 
from space. 
TRMM measurements helped scientists reduce the uncertainty in tropical 
rainfall estimates ftom 50 percent to better than 25 percent. , 
T W  has provided a 6-year climatology of tropical rainfall, spanning the 
years 1998 to 2003. Smh information is critical to understanding the distri- 
bution of tropical rainfall and how its associated energy impacts global 
afmospheric circu1ation. 
TRMM observations have been used to monitor El NiiioILa N&a events, 
including the major 1997-1999 El Niiio to La NSa transition and the weak 
2002 El NiEia, thereby demonstrating the ability to resolve climate signals 
using rainfall data. 
*Assimilation of TEWM rainfall data into global models shows significant 
improvements in representing the hydrologic cycle, clouds, and radiation in 
such models. 
TRMM is contributing to improved hurricane and flood analysis and fore- 
casting. Civilian and military operational centers (e.g., the National 
Hurficane Centsr, Joint Typhoon Warning Center, and Aviation Weather 
Center) routinely use TRMM data in day-ta-day assessment of hurricane and 
typhoon intensities, and the assimilation of TRMM data in research 
mesoscale models h s  been shown to reduce u n d t y  in tropid c p l o m ~ k s .  
TRMM ohervations have been used to compile the first global climatology 
of lightning occurrence in the tropics and subtropics, highlighting a remark- 
able disparity in lightning activity between land and oceans and among the 
various continents. 
TRMM rainfall data, in combination with data from other rainfall remote 
sensors, are being usM to generate near-real-time;'3-o estimates of pre- 
cipitation intensity across much of the globe; @is type of multisatellite 
precipitation analysis is paving the road for extensive monitoring of 
rainfall during the; upccnning Global Precipitatiap Measurement mission. 
Japan 
The September 2003 TRMM image shows Typhoon 
Maemi in South Korea and part of Japan. 
TRMM b g e  of Hurricane Isabel in, the U&ed States, 
September 12,2003. 
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For more information regarding the TRMM mitsioh, visit the following 
Web site: Ltip:Htrmm.gsfc.rrasagov. # - .  
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OM1 
OZONE MONITORING INSTRUMENT The Nethe-'-ulds 
NASA and the Netherlands Agency for Aerospace Programs (NIVR) are coop- 
erating on an ozone-monitoring project. NASA has a long-running global 
record of total ozone and surface ultraviolet measurements fiom its series of 
Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) missions. Continuation of these 
important measurements will be ensured by the Ozone Monitoring Instrument 
(0MI)-the contribution of NIVR, in collaboration with the Finnish 
Meteorological Institute (FMI) and Dutch and Finnish industries to NASA's Earth 
Science Enterprise Aura mission. 
OM1 will continue the TOMS record for total ozone mapping and other atmo- 
spheric parameters related to ozone chemistry in the stratosphere and 
troposphere, as well as those related to climate. OM1 measurements will be 
highly synergistic with those of the other instruments on the Aura platform, 
which is designed to study ozone change, air quality, and climate. The Aura 
mission is scheduled for launch in mid-2004 and is one of NASA's primary 
contributions to a larger international effort to advance the multidisciplinary 
study of Earth and long-term systematic monitoring of changes in Earth's system. 
The OM1 instrument employs hyperspectral imaging in a push-broom mode to 
observe solar backscatter radiation in the visible and ultraviolet spectra. Earth 
will be viewed in 740 wavelength bands along the satellite track, with a swath 
large enough to provide global coverage in 14 orbits (1 day). The nominal 
13x24-kilometer spatial resolution can be zoomed to 13x1 3 kilometers for 
detecting and tracking urban-scale pollution sources. The hyperspectral capa- 
bilities will improve the accuracy and precision of the total ozone amounts and 
other OM1 data products. These capabilities will also allow for accurate radio- 
metric and wavelength self-calibration over the long term. 
The OM1 international science team, consisting of participants from Europe 
and the United States, is led by the Principal Investigator from The Netherlands 
in collaboration with Co-Principal Investigators from Finland and the United 
States. The science teams have responsibility for algorithm development, cali- 
bration, data processing, validation, and analysis. 
For more information regarding OM1 and NASA's Aura mission, please visit 
the following Web sites: kftp://aur~gsfc.nasagov/instruments/indexhtml 
and Itt~://www.nivr.n1/it1~le~.html. 
Scientists working on the Aura satellite. The location of 
the OM1 instrument is shown. 
Head-on view of OM1 flight model. 
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Nederland OM1 OZON METING INSTRUMENT 
OMI zal het werk van TOMS voortzetten om de totale hoeveelhdd ozon in 
kaart te brengen, evenals andere atmasferische parameters die verband hotden 
met het chemische gedrag van ozon in de stratosfeer en de troposfkeq en die 
invloed hebben op het klimmt De OMI metingen zullen een gtote synergie 
hebben met die vm de andere instrumenten op de Aura-satelliet. Die is 
ontworpen om verandermgen in ozonlaag, luchtkwaliteit en W a a t  te 
Wetenschqppers werken aan de Aura-satelliet. bestuderen. De lancering van de Aura missie is gepland voor het midden van 
Men ziet de locatie van het OM-instnunent. 2004 en is 66n van de voomaamste bijdragen van NASA aan de grotere 
internationale inspanning om het multidisciplinaire onderzoek vaa de d e  te 
bevorderen en syatematisch lange termijn metingen te verrichten van het 
systeem-Aarde. 
Vommzicht van het vluch~odel van OMI. 
Het OM1 instrument ma& een hyperspectraie opnme van de Aarde, door het 
meten van door de atmosfker weerkutste en verstrooide zonnestraling, in het 
zichtbare en het ultraviolette licht. De mrde wordt langs de baan van de 
satelliet geobserveerd in 740 golflengtegebieden. De gemaakte afbeelding is 
zo breed dat in 14 banen (dit is een dag) de hele aarde wordt waargenomen. 
De normale ruimtelijke resolutie van 13 x 24 kilometer kan worden verhoogd 
tot 13 x 13 kilometer voor het opsporen en volgen van vervuilingsbromen ter 
groof$e van steden. De hyperspectrale mogelijkheden zullen de 
nauwkeuriglteid en precisie verbeteren van de metingem van de totale 
hoeveelheden ozon en andere OMI-gegevens. Ook mllen gedurende lange tijd 
nauwhurige radiometrische en golflengte calilsraties mogelijk Ujn. 
Het internationale wetetlschappelijk team van OMI, bestaande uit deelnemem 
uit Empa  en de Verenigde Staten9 w d t  geleid door de hoofdonderzoeker 
van het KIWI uit Nederland in samenwerking met mede-hoofdonderzof:hrs 
uit Finland en de Vefenigde Staten. De wetenschappelijke teams hebben de 
verantwoordelijkheid voar de ontwIkkeling van algoritmes, kalibratie, het 
verwerken van gegevens, de validatie en de uiteindelijke analyse van de 
metingen met OMI. 
Voor meer informtitie over OM1 en de Aura-missie van NASA kunt u de 
volgende website raadplegen: 
h ~ : ~ & u ~ a g s f ~ ~ t a s a g ~ v A ~ t r u m e n C s  en ht@:/C/www.nivr.nl. 
METEOR-3MlSAGE Ill 
STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL AND GAS EXPERIMENT 
NASA and the Russian Aviation and Space Agency (Rosaviakosmos) are col- 
laborating on the Meteor-3MlStratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment 
(SAGE) 111. SAGE ID is a fourth-generation, satellite-borne instrument and a 
crucial element in NASA's Earth Science Enterprise. Its primary objective is to 
enhance our understanding of natural and human-derived atmospheric con- 
stituents by providing accurate long-term measurements of the vertical 
structure of aerosols, ozone, water vapor, and other important trace gases in the 
upper troposphere and stratosphere. SAGE 111's role in the Earth Science 
Enterprise program is to provide global, long-term measurements of these key 
components of Earth's atmosphere. 
NASA's SAGE III instrument is flying aboard a Russian Meteor-3M space- 
craft. The satellite was launched aboard a Russian Zenit rocket from the 
Baikonur Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan in December 10,2001. The spacecraft 
operates from a Sun-synchronous orbit that provides primarily high-latitude 
measurements. The high northern latitude coverage will provide insight into 
the processes leading to ozone depletion. 
SAGE III data have been validated with extensive ground-based, airborne, and 
satellite-borne measurements, including a dedicated field campaign that took 
place during the winter of 2002. SAGE III data are available at the 
Atmospheric Sciences Data Center (ASDC) through the Web site at 
http://eosweb.larc.nasa.gov. 
Early results from the SAGE I11 measurements indicate that 
SAGE III data can be used to distinguish the presence of different types of 
polar stratospheric clouds that exist in the winter polar vortex; 
SAGE I11 data will extend the long-term ozone trend data first recorded dur- 
ing SAGE TI; and 
SAGE 111 measurements have provided the first-ever accurate, space-based 
upper tropospheric ozone data with high vertical resolution. 
For more information regarding SAGE-111, please visit the following Web site: 
http://www-sage3.1arc.nasa.gov/. 
For more information regarding NASA Langley Research Center's 




Computer-generated image of the SAGE-111 in orbit. 
Scientists working on SAGE-IU. 
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K o ~ r n m p ~ m  m06pi me SAGE-111 Ha op6m. 
Yvem~e, 3a~mme B 3 ~ c n e p m e ~ ~ e  SAGE-III. 
HACA YI POCCX&CKO~ aBHtU@iOHHO-KOCMareCKOe aJYXTCTB0 (Pocm~ia~oc~oc) 
coTpymuamT B a ~ c n e p m e ~ ~ e  no HccJleAosanm c~pa~oc@epmnr 
aapo30neii H ra3oB (SAGE) 111 c npkIsJIeuerneM c n y m a  Me~eop3M. 
SAGE III - 3m mcTppem vemeporo noKonem, pa3~ewe~~bGi Ha 6opy 
CIIYTHEKI, IIBJIRK)~J@~CH O w  Ei3 KPHTkIYeCgU BaXHbIX 3JIeMeHTOB B 
nporpamiax HACA no AayKaM o 3eme. OCHOBHO& qemm ~ T O ~ O  sTana 
RsmeTcrr yr~ry6neme Hamero n o m a n m  n p ~ p o m ~ ~  C O C T ~ B J L ~ W ~  
~ T M O C @ ~ ~ ~ I  H ee 3JIeMeHTOB, JIBJI5EOI4EtXCI Pe3YJIbTaTOM nesITeJIbHOCTa 
uemeKa, npn nopvzoap3 npoa3~enem s a ~ e p o ~  coxepxam a~po3oneii, 
oso~a, BO- napoB a r r p y ~ ~ ~  B ~ ~ H M X  H ~ ~ H ~ ~ ~ J I ~ H H X  ~ O B ~ I X  npmeceii 
B B e p m  CBOXX Tponoc+epb~ H c ~ p a ~ c @ e p b ~  Ha ~ O T B K ~ H H H  ,qnaTemHoro 
nepxcona BpeMem. B xoxe 3~cnepmema SAGE 111 6 y u ~  nposomwa 
rno6a.mm1e nOJlFOCpOqHbIe 3aMepbI 3THX OCHOBHbIX KOMIIOHBHTOB 
a ~ ~ o c @ e p ~  3 e m .
&cTpy~em SAGE III HACA pa3naeqeH Ha 60py poccIliic~or0 cny.rranra 
Me~eop-3M. %OT cny.rranr ~E,IJI 3-e~ B ne~a6pe 2001 m a  npn noMonpi 
~ O C C & C K O ~ ~  PaKeTbI "3eHkITY' C KOCMOJ(P0Ma ~ ~ 0 H j ' p  B Ka3axcTaHe. 
Cny.rranr ~axo~rsrcx Ha r e m o c ~ p o ~ ~ o ~  op6m, m y n a  OH H n p o m ~ o p  
mepar, B OCHOBHOM, B B ~ I C O R ~ X  q o ~ a x .  I I p o ~ e ~ e n ~ ~ e  p a 6 o ~  B ~ T H X  
CeBepHblx IIMpOTaX IIOMOXeT pJry6YI~b HaIIM 3HaHKII 0 UpOIJeCCaX, 
BbI3bIBaK)m HCTOII@HHe 030HOBOr0 CJIOII. 
A ~ H H ~ I ~ ,  noJryveHHbIe B pe3yab~a~e 3 ~ c n e p m e ~ ~ a  SAGE 111, 
n o p e p q a m m s  pas-IM~I ~i3~epemmm, npomegemmm sxa 3e3eur B 
~o3mxe H co CIIYTHMROB, B TOM mcne YI B xone sb1e3moii n p o r p a ~ ~ h ~ ,  
KOTOpM IIpOBOAHJraCb 3 ~ 1 ~ 0 8  2002 rOna YI 6bm IIOCBHIqeHa 3TOMy BOIIPOCY. 
fl-~e, noJIyyeHHbIe B xone 3~cnepmema SAGE 111, miemmi B q e ~ q e  
a~~oc+epmrx ria-= ~ ~ H H ~ I X  (ASDC) Ha ca2i?.$ Emepm~a no qpecy: 
kttp://eosweb.larc.nas~guv. 
IIpeppapmenb~b~e pe3ym~a~b1 o a ~ e p o ~ ,  npoa3~enem1x B xone 
3~cnepmema SAGE 111, cBwemcTBym o TOM, w o  
flamme 3 ~ c n e p m e m ~  SAGE 111 M O ~ O  IIcnomaoBaTb rn onpenenem 
mmmm pa3mmbrx TMIIOB n o ~ u r p w ~  cTpa~oc@epHbIx O ~ J I ~ K O B ,  
npEiCYTCTBYH)DQXX B 3-M IIOJI5IpHOM BHXpe; 
A a m ~ e  3~cnepmema SAGE III n m ~ o m  nponomam onpenenerne 
~O~BpeMeHH5IX w H L I J &  B WOHOBOM CJIOe, KOTOpbie BIIepBbIe 
6b1~n-i 3aper~c~pupo~m1 BO Bpem 3~cnepmema SAGE II; YI 
3 a ~ e p ~ ,  npomenemIe B xone 3~cnepmema SAGE 111, cxenam 
B O ~ M O X ~ M  BnepBbIe n o m  TouabIe NilHHbIe 06 O ~ O H ~ ,  HaxogmqeMcx B 
~b~c~urar  CBOXX Tponoc@epb~, c B ~ I C O K O ~ ~  pa3pemamnleii C ~ O C O ~ H O C T ~ M  no 
BepTnKam. 
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SOLVE ll 
SAGE I l l  OZONE LOSS AND VALIDATION EXPERIMENT Russia 
NASA and Russia coooerated in the Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas 
Experiment (SAGE III) ozone Loss and validation Experiment (SOLVE), 
an international scientific field campaign in the Arctic that involved over 350 
scientists from Canada, Europe, Iceland, Japan, Norway, Poland, Russia, 
Switzerland, and the United States. This campaign was the largest effort ever 
to assess ozone changes in the polar regions. 
The goals of the campaign included examining the processes controlling ozone 
levels at mid- to high latitudes and acquiring correlative data needed for the 
validation of the SAG2 111 satellite measurements. Composed of a NASA 
instrument on board a Russian Meteor-3 SateIlite platform, SAGE-111 is 
primarily used to quantitatively assess high-latitude ozone loss. The SOLVE II 
mission was primarily conducted during January 2003. Measurements were 
made in the Arctic high-latitude region during winter using the NASA DC8 
aircraft, as well as two heavy-lift balloon flights, a number of smaller balloon 
packages, and ground-based instruments. The NASA DG-8 arrived in Kiruna, 
Sweden, slightly north of the Arctic Circle on January 9, 2003. A total of 11 
science flights were conducted in Kinma, and the DC-8 returned to NASA 
Dryden Flight Research Center on February 6,2003. 
The large Arctic losses observed over the last decade cannot be explained ade- 
quately by current atmospheric models. This inability to quantitatively explain 
present-day ozone losses undercuts the ability to predict ozone responses in a 
future atmosphere containing increased concentrations of greenhouse gases. 
Ozone loss in the polar stratosphere is directly caused by catalytic chlorine and 
bromine reactions. The high levels of reactive chlorine occur because of reac- 
tions of reservoir chlorine species on the surfaces of polar stratospheric clouds 
(PSCs). PSCs were observed by the NASA DC-8 lidar systems on several 
flights at altitudes between 65,000 and 80,000 feet. This evidence of ozone 
depletion is vital for futnre environmental decisions. 
For more information regarding the SOLVE I1 mission, please visit the follow- 
ing Web site: h ~ : / / c l o u d l . a r c . n a s a g o v / s o C v e I ~ i n d ~  
Sunrise fiom the DC-8 cockpit. A polar stratospheric 
cloud can be seen on the right. 
-- 
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SOLVE ll 
SAGE 111 ~ K C ~ ~ ~ M M ~ H T  f l0  M3yCleHMK) M IlOATBepXneHMIO AaHHblX 
OflOTepRXO3OHa 
Bocxon c o m a ,  ~a6~no~aea1f i  3 ~ a 6 ~ a 5 1  
cmonma DC-8. Cnpasa B-o noJurpHoe 
c~pa~oc+ep~oe 06na~o. 
C m o n e ~  DC-8 HACA B a ~ p o ~ o p y  a Kqpe, 
me9kul 
HACA m Poccan coTpypmrana B ~ c n e p m e ~ ~ e  no a 3 y u e m  a 
n o p e p x q e m  XaHHbIx o noTepnx oso~a  (SOLVE) nporpa~~br  SAGE III. 
3 ~ o  MexqyHapomaa Haywan 3 ~ c n e n ~ q a o ~ ~ a n  nporpaMMa, KoTopaa 
npoxorplJIa B APKTHR~ c yraCmeM 350 yrewnr ~ i 3  Ka~a~br ,  c ~ p m  EBPOII~I, 
kIcna~xm, JZnom, Hopsewki, llonbma, Poccaa, Illseiiqapaa H 
Coepmem~x UIT~TOB. %a nporpamia 6brna ca~oi i  ~pymoii  a3 ~oma-m60 
~ O B O ~ I X  nporpaMM no ~ 3 y s e m  a 3 ~ e ~ e ~ m i i  O ~ O H O B O ~ O  cnox B 
nomp~bnr pemoHax. 
IJem 3~0ii nporpamb1 B K J I H ) ~ ~ ~  m3perne npoqeccoB, ~ o ~ ~ p o m p y m r q m  
ypoBew o3o~a B cpe- EI B~ICOKMX mipwax, a c6op coomeTcmyrorqm 
AaHHbIX, H ~ O ~ X O ~ M ~ I X  RJII  COIIOCTaBJIeHtW Ei IIO!JTBep>KAeHHS RaHHbIX, 
noJIyseHHbIx B xoxe CII~THHKOB~IX 3 a ~ e p o ~ ,  npomeneHHbIx B 3 ~ c n e p r n e m  
no cTpa~oc@epmm a3p03om EI r a 3 a ~  (SAGE) III. 3 ~ c n e p r n e ~ ~  SAGE-III 
OCHOB~H Ha npki60pe HACA, K O T O ~ ~ ~  pa3~eqae~cx Ha Copy poccm%c~oro 
CIIYTHMKa M~T~oP-3.  OCHOBHO~~~ 4eJIbIO ~ ~ O r O  3KCIIepHMeHTa 661~10 
nposexeHae KOJIUY~CTB~HHO~~ o q e m  noTepb o s o ~ a  B B~ICOIMX mpoTax. 
OCHOBH~R 3aJ&Na IIpOI'paMMbI SOLVE 11 6brna, B OCHOBHOM, BbIIIOJIHeHa B 
m a p e  2003 roxa. E b ~ m  npou3~e~enbr ~ 1 3 ~ e p e m  B B~ICOKHX apKmecrmx 
mIlpoTax B 3 m e e  Bpem. H 3 ~ e p e m  n p o a 3 ~ 0 ~ c b   6opa caMoneTa 
HACA DC-8, npEi noMom 3aIIYCKOB myx Mo-M a3POCTaTOB, CIIOCO~BIX 
HeCm TIZX(eJryK) HarpY3KY, II HeCKOJIbKkiX I'pyIIII 6onee Me= a3pOCTaTOB, a 
Tame npa I I O M O ~ ~ ~  ~ E I ~ O ~ O B ,  H a x o w c x  Ha 3e~ne. 9 m a p n  2003 roxa 
CaMOJIeT DC-8 HACA npa6b1n B Kapy~y, IIheIpIa, KOTOpaH pacnoJIoxeHa 
V T ~  ceBepHee IIoJurp~oro Kpyra. k13 mym 661~10 ~ O E I ~ B ~ X ~ H O  B 06qeI 
CJIOXHOCTEI 11 HaYYHbIX BbJJIeTOB H IIOCJIe OKOWam IIOJIeTOB 6 @eBpaJIX 
2003 rona caMoneT DC-8 BepHyncn B H a y s n o - r n c c n e ~ o ~ a ~ e ~ ~ b c ~  qemp 
noneToB m. ,JJpame~a. 
IIOT~PEI 03o~a B cTpa~oc@epe HW nomp~bni PerkioHoM IIBJLIIIOTC~ ~ ~ I I M ~ I M  
p e 3 y m ~ a m ~  KaTmTauecKtix pea- xnopa a 6p0~a.  B~ICOKFG ypoBem 
XaMauecKu aKTmHoro xnopa nomnaeTcx B pe3ynb~a~e pea- 
pe3ep~yap~oro xnopa Ha nosepmocm cTpa~oc+epmnr o 6 n a ~ o ~  B nompwrx 
mipOTaX. Ha6nmne~ae 3a IIOJIXpHbIMm C T ~ ~ T O C @ ~ P H ~ I M E I  06na~a~ki  
IIpOEi3BO~JlOCb HpEi I I O M O W  CHCTeM JMAapOB Ha ~ O P T Y  CaMOneTa DC-8 
HACA B HeCKOJIbKMX noJmax Ha BbICOTe OT 65,000 A 0  80,000 @~TOB. ?)TO 
CBmeTeJIbCTBo 06 k i c T o ~ e ~  030HOBOTO Cnon IiBJIIIeTCn XH3HeHHO Ba>KHbIM 
Rna n p m ~ m  6- p e m e d  B 06nacm O X ~ ~ H E . ~  o~pyxamqeii cpemI. 
, Q O I I O ~ J I ~ H ~ ~  rn+op aIpiro 06 OCHOBHO~~ 4em I I P O ~ ~ ~ M M ~ I  SOLVE II 
MOXHO nonymb, n o m m m m i c b  K caii~y Ha P k ~ e p n e ~ e  no anpecy: 
http://cZoudl .am. nasagov/solveZZ/index. html. 
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SIBERIAN LEAF AREA INDEX STUDY 
NASA and the Sukachev Institute of Forest Research of the Siberian Branch of 
the Russian Academy of Sciences are cooperating in a research effort to under- 
stand the role of Siberian boreal forests in cycling Earth's carbon, especially 
when derived naturally after a fire. The primary goal is to determine leaf area 
index (LAI) across the central Siberian region of Krasnoyarsk. LAI is the leaf 
area per unit area of soil surface and is a fundamental biophysical parameter 
through which vegetation canopy physiological functioning can be related 
to remotely sensed observations. LAI is the green surface area that is vital 
for absorbing the energy of the Sun for photosynthesis and production of food 
and fiber. 
Siberian boreal forests have been and continue to be shaped by the complex 
interactions of climate, fires, insects, and humans. With global climate vari- 
ability and change, shifts in disturbance regimes may occur, creating a need for 
better detection and understanding of the role of disturbances on these systems. 
Remotely sensed data provide appropriate spatial and temporal coverage 
needed to adequately characterize the changes that result from fire in these 
forests. A number of parameters can be derived from remotely sensed data, but 
one that is particularly useful is the LAI. 
This collaborative project established the first Earth Science Enterprise core 
site in central Asia and is a node in NASA's Aerosol Robotic Network 
(AERONET) program. The development of LA1 estimates across the region 
enables scientists to provide validation for LAI products from the Moderate 
Resolution Infrared Scanner (MODIS) flying aboard NASA's Terra satellite. 
Field campaigns were conducted in 1999,2000, and 2001 to establish sites in 
mixed dark coniferous forests northwest of the central Siberian city of 
Krasnoyarsk and to collect surface measurements of LA1 and a number of gen- 
eral forest characteristics necessary for satellite data interpretation. The results 
of the investigation roughly follow theoretical predictions for postfire conifer- 
ous forests. One key difference that scientists discovered is that peak LA1 in 
these forests occurs in the primarily coniferous forests rather than in the decid- 
uous broadleaf forests. This distinction may be related to the observation that 
these forests have greater LA1 than previously studied forests in Canada and 
elsewhere. Analyses of Landsat data show good correlation between surface 
LA1 and two remotely sensed vegetation indices, the enhanced vegetation 
index and the normalized difference vegetation index. Several manuscripts are 
currently in preparation and planned for publication in both Russian and U.S. 
journals in 2004. 
For more information regarding the Siberian LAI, please visit the following 
Web site: http:/A@www.gsfc.nasa.gov/bsbAai/SibLAI.hfml. 
Russia 
The Siberian LA1 study focuses on complex interactions 
in boreal forests. 
On May 6,2002, the fires in the Krasnoyarsk region of 
Siberia were captured by MODIS on NASA's Terra satellite. 
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klsyseme meKca woii~oro H mcmemoro 
IIOKpOBa &6kIp~ 6 ~ ~ i p y e n : ~  Ha CnOmROM 
- - 
cnneTem npoqeccoB, n p o ~ c x o ~  
B 60pea~Ib~bIX necax. 
6 M ~ R  2002 rona noxapbr B Kpac~oqc~oZi 06nacm 
B (k6k1p~ 6bllin 3apel3lCTpkIpOBikHbI npH TIOMOJW 
cemepa MODIS, HaxoTVnqerocx Ha BOW 
cIIyTAHRa "Teppa", qmajqnemruqero HACA. 
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HACA H Haywo-~iccne~o~a~emc&. ~ C T H T Y T  neca HM. C y ~ a ~ e s a  
C H ~ E ~ ~ C K O ~ O  OTAeJIeHkiX Pocc~ific~o6 i u t q e m  FaCTBW B C O B M ~ C T H O ~  
nporpme n c c n e m d  B qeJm ~3yye~~i51 porn C H ~ H ~ C K H X  6opem~b1x 
namoro mcnenoBaHuH XBmeTcx onpegenerne mgeKca x ~ o h o r o  H 
JMCTBeHHOM IIOKpOBa (LM) B qe~l'pkUbH06 CH~EIPH B pdi0He K ~ ~ C H O X ~ C K ~ .  
&@@KC X B O ~ O ~ O  H JMCTBeHHOTO IIOKPOBa IIpe~CTaBjureT co606 IIJIOIqaAb 
IIOKpOBa, IIpEIXOWmqyIoCX Ha e m  IIJ IOIqW IIOBepXHOCTH IIOYBbI. %O 
OW ~3 OCHOBH~IX ~ H O @ H ~ ~ ~ C I U I X  napaMeTpoB, c noMom6K, KOTOpOrO 
M O ~ O  nposecm coomomerne M- I $ ~ 3 ~ o n o r m e c ~  @ ~ I I E ( ~ ~ L I I M H  
paCTEEJIbHOl?O IIOKpOBa H H ~ ~ J I I O ~ ~ H H S M X ,  IIPOBOmIMEl WCTmOHHbIMH 
gaTwKam. m e ~ c  xsohoro H rncmemoro IIoKpoBa -  TO 3ene~m 
IIOBepXHOCTb, KOTOpaSI IIBJIReTCX Xli3HeHHO ~e06xopi~ol i  RJDI @OT0cEiHTe3a7 
npoHcxoWero non ~ 0 3 ~ e I t i c m ~ e ~  C O J I I I ~ ~ O ~  m e p m  H c11oco6cmy10zqero 
0 6 p a 3 o ~ a m  IEiI4eBbIX npO~TOB HBOJIOKHa. 
Cki6~ipcme 60pea~1bw1e neca 06pa30B~~~cb H nponomam pa3Bmamcx non 
xapaRTep~cmxy H ~ M ~ H ~ H ~ M ,  I I P O H C X O ~  B 3mx necax B pe3ym~a~e  
noxapoB. IIPH m m 3 e  ~~HHE.IX, IIoqveHHbIx n p ~  n o ~ o w  LplcTamoHwIx 
RaT¶HKoB, MOXHO no- qemrii p q  napweTpoB, HO oc06em0 B~XE.IM 
H3 HFTX I I B ~ ~ T C I I  meKc x~oi?Horo H mcmemoro IIOKPOB~. 
B PWKaX 3 ~ 0 f  IIpOIpaMMbI COTpyAHKYECTBa 6bUI CO3AaH nepBb& 6a30Bbrii 
uemp E c c n e n o ~ d  B o6nacm HayK o 3 e ~ ~ 1 e  B uen ' rpm~o6 A3m; Ha 6a3e 
=or0 q e q a  n p o ~ o ~ ~ n : ~  HccneAoBm HACA no nporpaMMe A3POHET 
( A ~ P O ~ O J I ~ H ~ X  p o 6 m x m e c ~ m  cem). B ~ I ~ H C J I ~ H M ~  WeKca x s o h o r ~  H
JIHCTBeHHorO IIOKpOBa 110 BCeMy PeI'FIOHy lTO3BOJMT YYeHbIM IIOwBeP@iTb 
pe3YJIbTaTbI BbFEiCJIeHMII 3TOr0 WeKCa, nOny.IeHHbIe npEI I I O M O m  
mI$parcpac~oro cKmepa co cpen~eii cTenemm pa3pemem (MODIS), 
KOTOP~& ~ a x o m x  Ha 6 0 ~  c n y m a  "Teppa", npmqnexmero HACA. 
B 1999, 2000 H 2001 ronax c o c ~ o m o c ~  HecKomKo ~ K C ~ ~ J ~ I Q & ,  B xone 
KoTOPbIX 6bmo O ~ O P ~ B ~ H O  HeCKOJIbKO M O W ~ O K  B CMemaHHbIX TeMHO- 
XBO&IX necax K ceBepo-3- o~ ropona K p a c ~ o q c ~ a ,  pacnonomemoro B 
u e m p a ~ ~ b ~ o i i  CHGHPH. B xone ~ T H X  ~ccnego~amifi 6b1rn npoBeneHbI 
IIOBepXHOCTHbIe 3aMepbI WeKCa XBO~?HOI'O H JMCTBeHHOrO IIOKpOBa H P q a  
~ p y m x  0 6 ~  necHbIX XapaKTepMcTElK, H ~ O ~ X O ~ ~ M ~ I X  RJUI ~ p n p e T ~  
@lHHbIX, IIOJIYYeHHbIX WH ITOMOW CIIYTHHEi. Pe3y~Ib~aTb1 H c c ~ ~ ~ o B ~  B 
qemM nonmepmmT Teopemecme npom03b1 nm nocTpanaBmnx OT 
noxapa X B O ~ I X  JIecoB. Y s e ~ b ~ e  06HapyXmm owo Baxnoe o T m e ,  
KoTopoe s a ~ m o ~ a e n : ~  B TOM, rn HakiBbIcmee 3~ageme qeKca  xsohoro H 
mcmemoro noKpoBa B 3 ~ m  necax BcTpesaeTCx B OCHOBHOM B X B O ~ I X  
necax, a He B mcTBeHHbm ~ ~ ~ O K O J M C T H ~ I X  necax. BO~MOXHO, YTO  TO 
oT-e C B X ~ ~ O  c T~M,  w o  B m x  necax mgeKc xsohoro H rncmemoro 
noKpoBa sbmre, reM B paHee ~ 3 y s e ~ w n r  Jrecax KaHam~ H ~ p y m x  c ~ p m .  
A~anki3 RaHHbIX, IIOJIyueHHbIX C  OPT^ c n y m a  " ~ a ~ c a ~ " ,  IIOKa3bIBaeT 
XOpOIIIee COOTBeTCTBHe Memy IIOBepXHOCTHbIM WeKCOM X B O ~ O ~ O  H 
rncmemoro noKpoBa H p y m  q e g c a m i  pacmmmHocm, noxyqenHbIm 
T H  I I O M O q E  AHCTI\IFqkIORH6IX AaT9HKOB - ItOBbIIIIeHHb16 WeKC 
PaCTWRJIbHOCTH H meKC PaCTWRJIbHOCTH C HOPMaJIEI30BaHHbIM pX3JlIFEieM. 
B H ~ C T O ~  MOMeHT TOTOBIITCR K 11y6maqm HeCKOJIbKO pa60T7 KOTOPbIe 
6 y m  o n y 6 m o ~ a ~ b 1  B pocc&cm H aMepmaHcKHX xyp~anax B 2004 row. 
: 
MEKONG MALARIA AND FlLARlASlS DISEASE 
RESEARCH PROJECT USING REMOTE SNSING Thailand 
NASA and Thailand's Mahidol University started a joint project to study 
Mekong Malaria in March 2001, after the Mahidol University made a request 
to NASA for assistance in malaria control using remote sensing technologies. 
Satellite data with high spatial resolution are used for habitat mapping, and 
meteorological data are obtained from NASA and National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) satellites and from surface networks. 
The Greater Mekong Subregion, the geographical area consisting of 
Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam, and theYunnan Province of the 
People's Republic of China, has the highest concentration of the world's multi- 
drug-resistant falciparurn malaria. Approximately 90 percent of all cases in 
Cambodia, Laos, and Myanmar, and approximately 50 percent of all cases in 
Thailand, are caused by this strain of malaria. In spite of extensive interna- 
tional efforts, progress in malaria control has been limited. 
NASA and Mahidol University expanded the project to include research on 
filariasis, a lymphatic disease also transmitted by mosquitoes. The same 
remote sensing technology for malaria control can be used to study filariasis. 
Although it is not as deadly as falciparum malaria, approximately 50 million 
people are permanently disfigured and disabled by lymphatic filariasis globally. 
The objectives of the Mekong Malaria and Filariasis Project are to accomplish 
the following: 
identify the potential sites for larvicide and insecticide applications by map- 
ping the habitats of major vector species; 
develop a malaria transmission model characterizing interactions among 
hosts, parasites, land cover, and environment; and 
develop a risk model to predict the occurrence of malaria and its transmission 
intensity. 
For more information regarding NASA's Environment and Health Program, 
please visit the following Web site: hftp://healthyplaneLgsfc.nasagov. 
For more information regarding Mahidol University's Faculty of Tropical 
Medicine, please visit the following Web site: http://www.tm.mahidoLac.th. 
Malaria research is vital to the health of residents of the 
many villages along the Greater Mekong Subregion, 
Researchers look for mosquito larvae as they cross 
thrmgh a swampy jungle. 
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HIRDLS 
HIGH RESOLUTION DYNAMICS LIMB SOUNDER United Kingdom 
The High Resolution Dynamics Limb Sounder (HIRDLS) is a cooperative 
project sponsored by NASA, the British National Space Centre, and the 
Natural Envirurrment Research Council in the United Kingdam OJ.K,). 
HIRDLS is the U.K.3 major contribution to NASA's Earth Science Enterprise 
Aura satelfite. The Aura mission is scheduled for launch in mid-2004 and is 
one of NASA% primary contributions to a larger international effort i.o advance 
the multidisciplinary study of Earth and long-term systematic monitoring of 
changes in Earth's system. 
The science goal of HIRDLS is to observe the global distribution of tempera- 
ture and the trace gas species in the stratosphere and upper troposphere at high 
vertical and horizontal resolution. HIRDLS will obtain vertical distributions of 
these gases over the entire globe, including the poles, both da)r and Iri&tt 
Complete Earth comage can be obtained in 12 hours. The HIRDLS i n s m a t  Scientists woplring on the Ama satellite. s he lmation of 
is an infixred hb-scanning radiometer designed to measure concentrations of the is sbwn. 
O,, H@, CH,, N,O, NO,, HNO,, N& CFC,,, CFC,, QONQ,, and aerosols and 
to identify the locations of polar stratospheric clouds and cloud tops. HIRDLS 
will provide data on h w  these trace gases are transported throughout the strat- 
osphere and upper troposphere. Because of the HDRDLS crosstrack scanning 
capability (2,500 kilometers) and high vertical resolution (approximately 1,5 
kilometers), these measurements will reveal chemical and dynamic processes 
that: are not observable by current satellite instnnments. 
Contributions to building the HlRDLS instrument were made by the United 
Kingdom and the United States, with the instrument integrated and tested in 
the United States. There are twn Co-Principal Investigators for the mission, ane 
from Oxfbrd University in the U,K and the other fram the University of 
Colorado in the United States Science teams fkom both nations are responsible 
fir algorithm development, instnuneat calibration, data validation, and analysis. 
For more information regarding Hl3DLS and NASA's A& mission, please 
visit the following Web sites: http:J/clr~gsfc.nasagav/inst~u~ertt~/ 
indehml,  h~$/eo~-chekgsf(r.nas~~.gm~ h@://~.a3nr.ox&c.u~ird%J, 
and http J ~ . s s d r A a c . .  uWhir61d. 










A detail of the HIRDLS instrument. 
I WL-V~-ULT~LILI-OLI E08 Aum Atmoepherlo Pmflle Ma  
This table s m & s  the rltmaspherie parameters 
measnred by HIRDLS, MLS, OM, and TES on the Aura 
spacecraft. The altitude range where these parameters 
are rnmurd is shorn as the vertical scale. In several 
eases, the measuiements overlap, wHich provides inde- 
pendent perspectives and cross calibration of the 
measqrements. 
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AERONET 
AEROSOL ROBOTIC NETWORK Worldwide 
The Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) is an optical, ground-based 
aerosol-monitoring network and data archive system supported by NASA's 
Earth Observing System and expanded by a federation of over 40 
countries/regions. The network consists of identical automatic Sun- and sky- 
scanning spectral radiometers. Data &om this collaboration provide globally 
distributed near-real-time observations or aerosol spectral optical depths, 
aerosol size distributions, and pre~ipitable water in diverse aerosol environ- 
ments. The data undergo preliminary processing (reaI-time data), reprocessing 
(final calibration approximately 6 months a& data collection), quality assur- 
ance, archiving, and distribution -&om NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center 
master archive and several identical databases main- globally. The data 
provide algorithm validation of satellite aerosol retrievals, as well as character- 
ization af aerosol properties unavailable &om satellite sensors. 
The AERUNET Web site provides access to the preliminary data and describes 
the program objectives, affiliations, instrument description, data products, 
BERONET b m s e r  research activities, and personnel involved in AERONET. 
For more information regarding AERONETI  pleas^ visit the following Web 
site: hrtp://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov/, 
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GLOBE 
GLOBAL LEARNING AND OBSERVATIONS 
TO BENEFIT THE ENVIRONMENT Worldwide 
Global Learning and Observations to Benefit the Environment (GLOBE) is a 
hands-on, school-based science and education program that unites primary and 
secondary school students, teachers, and scientists in 195 countries in study 
and research about the dynamics of Earth's environment. 
GLOBE is an education program providing science-based, nmadvocacy infor- 
mation about the environment and about how Earth functions as a system. 
GLOBE has hundreds of thousands of students in more than 14,000 schools 
around the world taking important science-qmlity environmental measure- 
ments. To date, GLOBE students have reported aver 10 million in situ 
measurements in atmosphe~fclimate, hydrologys sails, lmd comrJbiology, and 
phenology. These GLOBE student data are reported to €he C3LClBE database on 
the Web and are freely available for use in student research activities and by 
scientists around the world. 
Scientists and educators have developed environmental science educational 
materials as a resource for GLOBE teachers. More than 24,000 teachers in 
over 14,000 schools worldwide have attended week-long profe'essional develop- 
ment workshops in their own regions, At these worhhops, they learn to guide 
their students in taking measurements accordjng to scientific protocols, in 
using the Internet to report and analyze scientific data, and in creating partner- 
ships among students at GLOBE schools around the world. 
GLOBE was designed and has been implemented as an international program 
since its initiation in 1934. Bilateral agreements establish partnerships between 
the United States Government and its international partner countries. 
International partners spmsor GLOBE activities in their countries, designing 
(and funding) their own implementation strategies to be compatible with their 
own educational programs. 
For more information regarding GLOBE, please visit the following Web site: 
htrp://wwty.gEobe.gov. 
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EOS DB 
EARTH OBSERVING SYSTEM, DIRECT BROADCAST Worldwide 
for near-real-time applications and emergency The Direct Access 
System is a Direct Broadcast (DB) service that real-time data fiom 
the satellite to any location on E d s  surfwe within the line of sight during 
most of the satellite's orbit. NASA transmits data from EOS satellites openly 
and continuously with no restrictions, EOS Dl3 data can be received with a rel- 
atively small dish measuring about 3 meters in diameter and supported by 
personal computers or UNIX workstations. 
There are currently 76 sites worldwide that are known to be receiving EOS DB 
data or are planning to receive it within the next year. The location of these ~ ~ ' p h n  over &e south china Sea. Image produced 
sites include 16 in the United States, 1 in Argentina.) 4 in Australia, 1 in using MOMS data dowalhked at the University of 
Belarust 1 in Brazil, 5 in China, 1 in Frame, 2 in Germany, 2 in IndiaJ 1 in Iran, g - ~ r , ~  DB site. 
2 in Italx 5 in Japan, 1 in Kazakhstan, 1 in South Korea, 1 in Norway, 22 in 
Russia, 1 in Scotland, 1 in Singapore, 1 in South. Africa, 2 in Spain, 2 in 
Sweden, 1 in Thailasd, 1 in Taiwan* and 1 in Vietnam. 
Currently, data are transmitted from the Moderate Resolution Imaging 
Spectroradiometers @iODIS) on board NASA's Terra and Aqua spacecraft and 
fiom the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS), Advanced Microwave 
Sounding Unit-A (AMSU-A), Clouds and the Earth's Radiant Energy System 
(CERES), and the Advanced 8/licrowave S c e g  Radiometer-EOS (AMSR-E) 
instruments on A m .  The Humidity Sounder for Brazil inslrument onAcpa is no 
longer functioning; however, real-time atmospheric tempexatme and moisture 
soundings can be obtained h m  AIRS using Dkct Broa8e.ast &I@ and s o M e ,  
C 
made available thmugh a NASA sponsorship, from the University of Wisconsin. 
These EOS DB data are valuable for large-ma surveys of current conditions 
and for rnoniMg change. Given the increased interest in the potential for 
global change, the EOS Direct Access system allows regional and local users 
to measure the variability in their particular environments. Recent software 
algorithms, provided through NASA, allow the interpretation of data in terms 
I 
Anfama station in Singapore. 
of quantitative measurements of the environment. 
The DB system and its data and products are 
most useful for those aspects ofthe environment 
where Earth's surfme and atmosphere condi- 
tions change rapidly, such as severe weather 
systems, floods, sandstorms, coastline algal 
blooms, forest fires, air pollution eventsR snow 
and ice conditions.) and applications projects in 
which rapidly updated iaformation is essential. 
For mare information regarding NASA's Direct 
Access System, please visit the following Web 
site: h~://direc~adoutgsfc.nmagovL 
EOS Direct Broadcast worldwide sites. 
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SHADOZ 
SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE ADDITIONAL OZONESONDES Worl -'~ir-' ? 
Initiated by NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center in 1998, in collaboration 
with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and 
meteorological and space agencies from around the world, Southern 
Hemisphere Additional Ozonesondes (SHADOZ) augments balloon-borne 
ozonesonde launches in the tropics and subtropics. 
In recent years* a number of methods have been developed for estimating trop- 
ical tropspheric and stratospheric ozone from gatellites. Several of these 
methods are based on the Total Ozone Mapping Spectromete-r (TOMS) instm- 
ments. Howe~er, there has not been a consistent verification data set fkOm 
balloon-bme ozonesonda, SHADOZ is designed to remedy this data discrep- 
ancy by coordinating lamchew, supplying additional balloons, and providing a 
wntral archive location to those sites already deploying oz~nesondes. This 
added effort to ensure the continuation of the data set has seen numerous ben- 
efits. In addition, NASA seeks to derive and validate ozone measuremats 
using instruments p l m e d  for launch in 2004 on board NASA's Aura satellite. 
SHADOZ has led to significant scientific advances. This is the first instance, 
for example, of satellite retrievals using longitudinal and seasonal variations in 
tropical ozone. In addition, by having so many profiles, it has been possible to 
improve the accuracy and precision of the ozonesonde measurement under 
tropical conditions. 
SHADOZ measurements are made using weekly, balloon-borne ozonesonde 
launches at each site. Data from these launches help to answer questions 
related to how ozone and climatic pressure are related, whether.the ozone cli- 
matology for satellite and model evaluation can be improved, and how the 
tropical ozone in the stratosphere and troposphere vary seasonally. 
SHADOZ sites have been operational since 1998 and have returned valuable 
data from 11 sites mostly in the Southern Hemisphere. Currently, participating 
sites include Ascension Island; American Samoa; Fiji; Irene, South Africa; Java, 
Indonesia; Nairobi, Kenya; Natal, Brazil; Paramaribo, Surinam; La Reunion, 
France; San Cristcibal, Galapagos; and Tahiti. As there is a need for more data 
from sites in the Northern Hemisphere, the newest agreement, completed in 
January 2004, is with the Malaysian Meteorological Society in Kuala Lumpur. 
For more information regarding SHADOZ, please visit the following Web site: 
http://croc.gsfc.nasa.gov/shadod. 
Launching an ~z~nesande on the Island of Crete. 
Vertical structure of tropical tropospheric ozone from 
balloon-borne ozonesondes. 
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SPACE GEODETIC NE*TWORK 
The space geodetic network combines three techniques, Satellite Laser 
Ranging (SLR), Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI), and the 
Global Positioning System (GPS) to define the terrestrial and celestial refer- 
ence frames and Earth's orientation in space. Among the many important 
applications of these two products are the study of ocean circulation, sea level 
change, changes in Earth's ice caps, deformation leading to earthquakes, 
volcanic eruptions, and landslides. The space geodetic networks also enable 
precision deep space, air, and land navigation used in most scientific and 
commercial applications. 
NASA cooperates with over 30 countries in space geodesy research. These 
cooperative efforts recognize that geodetic networks are vital for understand- 
ing global change phenomena, assessing natural hazards, providing support for 
local geodetic control, and supplying ground support to space missions. NASA 
also strongly supports the International GPS Service (IGS), the International 
VLBI Service (IVS), and the International Laser Ranging Service (ILRS). 
These three organizations place geodetic network operations, analysis, and 
standards within an international framework of cooperation and collaboration 
under the aegis of the International Association of Geodesy. 
As part of the cooperation, NASA loans equipment to a host country and the 
host country provides utilities, security, housing, operation, and maintenance 
of the equipment. These ground stations provide critical geodetic reference 
points within the host country. The inclusion of the stations within the global 
geophysical network significantly improves the accuracy of the global and 
regional geodetic measurements. 
All preprocessed and analyzed NASA space geodetic data are available from 
the Crustal Dynamics Data Information System (CDDIS) at NASA Goddard 
Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, MD. 
For more information regarding the Space Geodetic Network, please visit the 
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SAC-D/AQUARIUS 
SCIENCE APPLICATIONS SATELLITE Argentina 
NASA selected the Aquarius mission as part of its Earth System Science 
Pathfinder Earth Explorer class of Earth-observing satellites. This mission will be 
a joint venture between CONAE and NASA. The Aquarius missbn is slated to i=ly 
aboard CONAE's Satelite de Aplicaciones Cimtificas-D (SAC-D) inlafe 2008. 
Aquarius will make space-based measurements of sea s d c e  salinity with the 
precision, accuracy, resolution, and coverage needed to characterize salinity 
variations and their impact on ocean circu~ation; it will also investigate the 
related physical processes that link Earth's water cycle, climate, and ocean. 
These measurements will contribute to a better understanding of ocean circu- 
lation and the prediction of changes in this cfrcultion and its impact on Earth% 
climate and water cycle. 
For more information regarding Aquarius, please visit the following Web site: 
h~://www.earth.nasagov/ese~missiondsatellites.html. 
Artist's concept of Aquarius. 
Tlpz figure on ,the left shows sea @@ace salinity measurements fimn 100 yms of ship-based measuremepts. 
The figure on the right shows the resolution of the data that will b-e obtained -fwm just 1 week of sea smfbc'e salinity measurements Erom space. 
- 
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Argentina 
La NASA ha seleccionado formalmente la Misibn Aquarius para formar 
parte del programa de sat6lites de observaci6n terrestre "Earth System Science 
Pathfmder Earth Explorer". Esta misibn se realizar6 por medio de una 
asociacibn enfre la CONAE y la NASA. Se ha nombrado a la misibn Aquarius 
para volar en el Sat6lite de Aplicaciones Cientificas-D (SAC-D) del C O W ,  
a fines de 2008. 
La misibn Aquarius had mediciones desde el e acio de la sabidad de la 
superflcie marina, con la pncisi6n, exactitu? resolucih y cobertura 
necesarias para caracterizar las variaciones salinas y su impacto en la 
oirculaci6-n del ocdano; asimiso, investigad 10s procesos fisicos 
relacionadorr que enlazan el ciclo hidxol6gic0, &ma y oc6anos de la Tierra. 
Estas mediciones contribuirkn a lagar una mejor compremibn de la 
circulaci6n ocdnica y la prediwibn de cambios de esta circulacibn, asi como 
su impacto en el clima y ciclo bidr016gico de la Tierra. 
P a  obtener mayor informacibn relativa a la misibn Aquarius, sirvase visitv: 
hltp:./asp~sf~,nas~o~/aqurniudy hfl?p~~aqua13~.gsf~.nas1~.gov. 
La h g e n  a la izqpierda muestra medidones de la salinidad de la sapi5ci.e m&na que ,&tag de 
100 &cis at& realiiadas a bardo de buqtres. La imagan de la de~echa muestra la resoluci6n de bs 
datos que se obtedrh so4amente en 1 semana de medidones de la wlWad de la suprficie marinn 
eaptadas desde el espacio. 
- 
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HYDROS 
HYDROSPHERE STATE MISSION 
NASA and the Canadian Space Agency (CSA) are cooperating on the 
Hydrosphere State Mission (HYDROS). HYDROS is being developed to 
investigate how precipitation, evaporation, and the global water cycle are 
changing and how ecosystems are responding to and affecting global environ- 
mental change and the carbon cycle. To do this, HYDROS will provide the 
first-ever global observations of Earth'schanging soil moisture and land sur- 
face freezdthaw state conditions, leading to breakthroughs in weather and 
climate prediction and in the understan* of processes linking water, energy, 
and carbon cydes. 
The science objectives of HYDROS are to enhance human understanding of 
pmeesses that link water, energy, and carbon cycles and to improve weather 
and climate predictioa HmROS is scheduled to be launched in 2010. 
HYDROS will measure soil moisture to a depth of 2 inches ova Earth's land 
surface every 2 to 3 days and will determine whether the moisture is frozen or 
thawed, HYDROS will be En a Sun-synchronous polar orbit at 670 kilometers 
of altitude. It will carry a 6-meter deployable L-band reflector antema cocked 
at 35 degrees and rotating at 15 revolutions per minute to produce a 1,000-kilo- 
meter-wide conical swath (to allow the 2- to 3-day revisits). There will be two 
instruments on board sharing the rotating antenna: radiometer and radar, to 
provide 10-kilometer spatial resolution with 4 percent accuracy over 64 per- 
cent of the land surface. 
CSA will provide onboard hardware (antenna feed assembly) and ground data 
processing of the radar data. 
For more information 
regarding HYDROS, please 







- Y LhMng w The land hyC8where !&ate (soil 
mistwe artti surface freezalthw) 
1 ' exerts the primary control on land- Sail f re@zd atmsphwe erxclwnggs of water, 
Thaw energy, and carbon ever meisnt #of 
L i t i n g  the continents. 
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Canada HYDRO6 MISSION SUR L'~%AT DE L'HYDROSPHERE 
La NASA et 1'Agence spatiale canadienne (ASC) collaborent B l'blaboration 
de la Mission sur 1'6-tat de 17hydrosph&e QXDROS). HYDROS a pour objet 
de dkterminer comment les pdcipitations, 1'6vaporatiun et le cycle de l'eau 
kvoluent, et comment les bcosyst6mes dagissent et innuencent le changement 
c lht ique mondial et le cycle du carBone. A cette fin, HYRROS fournira les 
premihres observations jamais r6alis6es sur 1%hwnidit6 des sols et les zones de 
geudbgel B la surface de la planhte, ce qui permettra de mieux prbdire le cli- 
mat et la temp6ratwq et B comprendre les pxocessus reliant les cycles de l'eau, 
de l'dnergie et du cabone. 
I Les objectifs scientifiques d"ROS consistent B atnkliorer la compri:ken- siun humaine de spmcessus qui relient lies cycles de l'eau, de l'bnergie et du 
carborn, et 6 mie& pddire 1; climat et la k&p6rawe. HYDROS dwait 6tre 
lancke en 291 0. 
HYRROS mesmera 19hddit6 des sols B une profmdeur de 5 cm .(2 PO) au- 
dessus de la surfbe de la Terre B tow les 2 ou 3 jaurs, et dbterminera si 
l'hmiditb est gel& ou dbge1Q. EYDROS sera en orbite polaire 6 ensoleille- 
ment constant B 670 km &altitude. Elle trmportera un dflecteur d'antenne ti 
w bande de 1 000 M H z  d6ployable de 6 m&tres, inclin6e 51 35 de&s et effectu- 
ant 15 dvoluti031s B la minute, pour produire un couloit. conique d'une largeur 
de 1 000 km (pour %ciliter les visites h tow les 2 ou 3 jours). 11 y aura deux 
i n $ ~ e n t s  B bord qui partagerant l'mteme rotafive : un radar et un 
Instrument HYDROS. 
- - 
ra&om&e, qui fourniront une rbsolution spatide de lQ km avec m e  p&cision 
de 4 pour ce& m 64 pour cent de la surface terrestre. 
Limitation de l'humiditk des sols 
Limitation de la radiation 
Limitation du geWd6gel 
C6tat de l'hydrosphkre terrestre (humidit6 des sols et 
geVd6gel de la surface) contr6le les &changes de I'm, 
de I'6nergie et du carbone entre la terre et I'atmosphhe 
sur la plupart des continents. 
CASC fournira le matkriel B bord (assemblage antenne-source) et effectuera le 
I traitement des donnkes radar au sol. I Pour de plus amples renseignements sur HYDROS, visitez le site Web suivant 
: htiip:/hydros.gsfc.nasagm,/or hftp//essp.gsfe.nasagm/Itydms/. 
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OSTM 
OCEAN SURFACE TOPOGRAPHY MISSION 
The Ocean Surface Topography Mission (OSTM) builds on the Jason and 
TOPEXIPoseidon ocean altimetry missions. OSTM features two new opera- 
tional partners-the European Meteorological Satellite Organization 
(EUMETSAT) and the National Oceanie and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA-d is a joint project among the French Space Agency, Centre 
National d'~tudes Spatiales (CNES), NASA, NOAA, and EUi'vfETSAT. This 
mission intends to illustrate a clear transition frm resewch and development 
agencies to operational agencies for ocean surface topography measurements 
in both Europe and the U.S. OSTM will be managed by NASA's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory far the NASA Earth Bcience Enterprise Program 
The objective of the OSTM is to bring high-precision altimetry to a fdl oper- 
ational status through the ctontinuation of the T O P E ~ s e i d a n - 3  and Jason 
missions, along with their collection of measurements of sea surface height, 
significant wave height, wind speed at the ocean surface, and other parameters. 
The OSTM will deliver near-real-time and offline services to the operational 
and research user communities, in support of the following: 
d e  meteorology and sea state forecadng; 
operational oceanqraphy; 
the development of seasonal forecasting; 
climate monitoring; and 
Earth system and seasonal forecasting research. 
NASA and CNES will jointly provide the payload 
instruments, GNES will provide the PROTEUS plat- 
form and payload m o d u l ~  a Paseidon-3 dual- 
firequency radar altimeter and its antenna, and the 
Doppler Orbitogr~phy and Radiopositioning 
Integrated by Satellite (DORIS) receiver package. 
NASA will provide a r n i c r o m  radiometer and its 
antenna, a bser retroreflector, a GPS receiver pack- 
age, and a campatible launch service for the satellite. 
NASA may also provide a Wide Swath Ocean 
Altimeter instrument as a technology demonsttation 
and forerunner to the next-generation altimeters and 
to fulfill fhe operational needs of EUMETSAT and 
NOAA as a major component of the mission. 
The two operational partners, EWMETSAT and 
N O W  will archive data, support the ground sys- 
tem, and maintain operatloas of the OSTN satellite. 
NOAA will establish an Operations Control Center. 
Computer simulation of the Ocean SutFaee Topography 
Mission Satellite. 
6.4 m Baseline 
Interferometer 
along with c~mmunicatio~and data acquisition s b  
tions, and will operate and contra1 the OSTM 
- 
satellite after CNES hands over this responsibility. EUMETSAT will maintain wsQA is alheter~interfe~meter project. 
altimeters monnted on masts d1 aequire measwements 
an online storee of OSTM telemetry data and data'produ& acquired or pro- simu,'tan eO Usl,,, thus pwidiog con~uOUS siogk- or duced by EUMETSAT. OST&l"snticipated launc%&te is October 2007. multi-altimeter wide-area coverage. 
4 -. 
For more information regarding OSTM, please visit the' following Web site: 
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France 
Simulation par ordinateu du satellite de l'Qman 
S&e Topography Mission. 
WSOA est un projd d'altim&re/&erfB1:ombtxe. 
Plusieurs altimktres hstal1Qs sm des py18nes 
obtiement simultanhent des m e s ,  
pernettant ainsi d'obtenir en pemmence 
une $age douverte de la zone avec m. ou pbieurs 
altimgtres. 
OSTM 
OCEAN SURFACE TOPOGRAPHY MISSION 
L'Ocean Surface Topography Mission (QSTM) est centr6e sur les missions 
Jason et TOPEXIPoseidon d'ahimdtrie des ocdans. L'OSTM possbde 
ddsorrnais deux nouveaux partenaires &exploitation : la European 
Meteorological Satellite Organization (EUMESTAT) et la National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Ce projet est rdalisd en 
collaboration avec la France (CNES), les Etats-Unis @USA et NOAA) et 
EKMESTAT. Cette mission a pour objet d'illustrer une transition nette entre 
les organismes de recherche et de ddveloppement (R&D) et les organismes 
opkrationnels en ce qui concerne les &valuations topographiques sur la surface 
dm oc4w tant en Europe qu'aux Etats-Unis. L'OSTM sera dirigde par le 
labomtoire Jet Propulsion de h NASA pour le compte du Programme NASA 
Earth Science Enterprise. 
L*objectif de 1'QSTM comiste B rendre pleinement opdrationnefle l'altimdtrie 
de haute prdcision grace aux missions Jason et TOPEXmoseidon-3, et B 
exploiter efficacement bur 6vmtail de mesum sur la hauteur de la d a c e  de 
la mer, la hauteur significative &s mgues, la vitase du vent en surface des 
odans et autres param4tres. L"OSTn/l ofiira des services hors ligne en temps 
quasi-r6el aux groupes d'utilisateurs sp6Fialisds en recherche et en ophtions, 
daas lea domaines suivants : 
* mdt4orologie marine et prdvhions de l'dtat de la mer 
ocdanographie op6rationnelle 
* ~meillance du climat 
syst6me terrestre et mchmhe sur les pr&i$ions &omi&es 
La NASA et le W S  fowniront conjointement les instruments de charge 
utile. Le dNES kurnira la plate-form@ PROTEUS et le module de charge 
utile, un altim&tre radar B double fxdcpence Poseidon-3 et son antenne, et le 
rbepteur Roppla Ofbitography and Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellite 
@ORIS). La NASA fournira un radiombtre h dm-ondeg avec anteme, un 
r6trodflecteur laser, un rkepteur GPS et un semice de lancement compatible 
pow; le satellite. La NASA pourrait dgalment fournir un un altimttre Wide 
Swath Ocean titre de technologic de ddmonstration de la prochaine 
g6nhation d'alti&tres, et pour rt5pondre a m  besoins op6ratiomels 
d'EUM%STAT et de k NOAA en tant que composante importanto de la 
mission. 
Les dem partenaires opdrationnel~~ I'EUMESTAT et la NOAA, mhiveront 
les donnr$es, apporteront leur soutien a m  sptOmes au sol et veilleront am 
activites du satellite OSTM. La NOAA dtablira un centre de coatr8le des 
op&ations, de m&ne que des postes de communication et @acquisition de 
dom6es, et veillera au fonctionnemeent et au contrdle du satellite OSTM, 
prenant ahwi la rel&ve de CNE$S. EUMESTAT comervera en ligne les 
donn6es de tdlP,mWe issues de I'OSTM et les domhs acqulses ou produites 
par YEUMESTAT. La date de lancement pr6vue par 1QSTM est fixde au 
m i s  d'octobe 2007. 
Pour p h  de renseignements concernant YOSTM, veuillez consulter le site 
y e b  suivant : h~/sealevdjpLnasagov/missiodoshn.html. 
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ORBITING CARBON OBSERVATORY 
The Orbiting Carbon Observatory (OCO) will provide the first global, space- 
based measurements of atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO,), the principal 
anthropogenic driver of climate variability and change. Using these precise 
measurements, scientists will produce global maps of the CO, distribution in 
Earth's atmosphere. OCO data will improve our understanding of the natural 
processes and human activities that regulate the distribution and abundance of 
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. They will also enable more reliable forecasts 
of CO, changes in the atmosphere and the effect that these changes may have 
on Earth's climate. 
Carbon dioxide is produced every time someone starts a car, lights a fire, or 
exhales. These and other human activities have increased the atmospheric car- 
bon dioxide concentration by about 25 percent since the dawn of the industrial 
age, raising concerns about C0,'s effects on Earth's climate. Precise ground- 
based measurements collected since the 1970s indicate that only about half of 
the carbon dioxide emitted into the atmosphere by fossil fuel combustion has 
remained there. The rest has apparently been absorbed by the oceans and the 
land biosphere. Unfortunately, existing measurements are not adequate to 
determine how or where this absorption is occurring. These uncertainties com- 
promise our ability to predict atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations in the 
future and their effects on Earth's climate. 
The OCO mission consists of a dedicated spacecraft and a single instrument 
containing three classical grating spectrometers. OCO is currently scheduled 
for launch in late 2007 and will fly in formation with a series of Earth-orbiting 
satellites known as the Earth Observing System Afternoon Constellation. This 
coordinated constellation will enable researchers to correlate OCO data with 
data acquired by other Earth-observing instruments. The carbon dioxide meas- 
urements collected during this 2-year operational mission will be analyzed with 
sophisticated environmental models to yield comprehensive global maps of the 
processes that regulate atmospheric carbon dioxide and determine how their 
efficiency varies through the seasons. The measurement and analysis tech- 
niques developed through this effort will pave the way for future long-term 
carbon dioxide measurement missions. 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory will lead the OCO mission, with coopera- 
tion from more than 19 universities and corporate and international partners. 
The OCO science team includes participants from Germany, France, Australia, 
and New Zealand, as well as the United States. 
For more information regarding OCO, please visit the following Web sites: 




Earth's atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration is reg- 
ulated by both natural processes associated with the 
global carbon cycle and human activities, including land- 
use practices and fossil fuel and biomass burning. 
An artist's concept of the Orbiting Carbon Observatory 
in orbit. 




Die atmospharische Kohlendioxidkomentration 
wird von natiirlichen Prozessen, die mit dem 
globalen Kohlenstoffiykllns zusammenhangen, unc 
menschlichen Aktivitiiten, u. a. der Bodennutzung 
und der Verbrennung von fossilen und biologische 
Brennstoffen, geregelt. 
Konzept eines Kiinstlers zum Kohlenstoff- 
Orbitalobservatorium in der Umlaufbahn 
OCO (ORBITING CARBON OBSERVATORY) 
KOHLENSTOFF-ORBITALOBSERVATORlUM 
Das Kohlenstoff-Orbitalobsematorium (OCO) wird die ersten globalen, 
weltraumbasierenden Messungen des atmosphibischen Kohlendioxids (COa), 
dem wichtigsten vom Menschen verursachten Ausloser der Mimatischen 
Schwankungen und Anderungen liefern. Mit diesen genauen Messungen 
werden die Wissenschaftler globale Landkarten der COz-Konzentration in der 
Erdatmosphkre erstellen, Die OCO-Daten werden die Kenntnis der 
natlirlichen Prozesse und der menschlichen Aktivittiten erweitern, die die 
Verteilung und Menge des Kohlendioxids in &r Atmosphiire steuern. Sie 
werden ebenfalls mverlassigere Prognosen der COz-Veranderungen in der 
Atmosphiire und der Auswirkungen dieser Anderungen a d  das Klima der 
Erde enniiglichen. 
Kohlendioxid bildet sich jedes Mal, wenn ein Auto gestartet, ein Feuer 
entztindet oder ausgeatmet wird. Diese und andere menschlichen Aktivitiiten 
haben seit Beginn des Inifustriezeitalters die atmosphibische Kohlendioxid- 
Konzentration urn etwa 25 Prozent erh6ht, wodurch auch die Besorgnis tiber 
die Wirkung von COa auf das Klima der Erde zagenommen hat. Genaue 
bodenbasierte Messungen, die seit den 70er Jahren durchgefirhrt wurden, 
zeigen, dass nur etwa die HBlWe des Kohlendioxids, das durch die 
Verbrennung fossiler Brennstoffe in die Atmosphi3re emittierte, dort 
verblieben ist. Der Rest wurde offensichtlich von den Ozeanen und der 
Landbiosphare gebunden. Leider sind die existierenden Messungen nicht 
ausreichend, urn m bestimmen, wie oder wo diese Absorption stattfindet. 
Durch diese Unsicherheiten ist es nicht moglich, die atmosphiirischen 
Kohlendioxidkonzentrationen in der Zukunf und ihre Auswirkungen auf das 
Klima der Erde vollstiindig vorherzusagen. 
Die OCO-Mission besteht aus einem speziellen Raurnflugklirper und einem 
einzigen Instrument, das aus drei Hassischetl Gitterspektrometern besteht. 
Derzeit ist geplant, OCO Ende 2007 zu starten, und es wird in Formatian rnit 
einex Reihe von erdumkreisenden Satelliten fliegen, die als 
Erdbeobachtungssystem (Earth Observing System - EOS) Afternoon 
Constellation bekannt ist. Diese koordinierte Konstellation wird den 
Forschern ermoglichen, die OCO-Daten mit den Daten anderer 
erdbeoba~htender Instrumente zu vergleichen. Die wahrend dieser 2-jiihrigen 
Betriebsmission gesammelten Kohlendioxidrnessungen werden mit hoch 
entwickelten UmweltmodeIlen analysiert, um umfassende globale Landkmten 
won den Prozessen zu erstellen, die das atmosphibische Kohlendioxid regeln 
und die bestimmen, wie sich seine Wirkung tiber die Jahresaeiten adert, Die 
fiir diesen Einsatz entwickelten Messungs- und Analysemethoden werden den 
Weg fiir zukiinftige langfltstige Missionen zur Kohlendioxidmessung ebnen. 
Das Jet Propulsion Laboratory der NASA wird die OCO-Mission in 
Zusammenarbeit mit mehr als 19 Universitiiten sowie Unternehmen und 
internationalen Partnern leiten. In dem wissenschaftlichen Team des OCO 
arbeiten Teilnehmer aus Deutschland, Frankreich, Australien, Neuseeland und 
den Vereinigten Staaten. 
Nhhere Informationen zu OCO finden Sie auf den folgenden Websites: 
http1Noco.fp1.nasa+gov/und http:/"/essp.gsfc.nasagoc~oco/. 
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ORBITING CARBON OBSERVATORY et Nouvslle-ZelanJ- -- 
L'Orbiting Carbon Observatory (OCO) permettra d'obtenir les premitres 
mesures spatiales d'anhydride carbonique (COz), klkment dkclencheur 
anthropogtne principal des changements et variations de climat. Gr6ce ces 
mesures prkcises, les chercheurs vont pouvoir ktablir des cartes planktaires 
indiquant la rkpartition du C02 dans l'atmosphtre terrestre. Les donnkes de 
1'OCO nous permettront de mieux comprendre les processus naturels et les 
activitks humaines qui rkgulent la reartition et l'abondance de l'anhydride 
carbonique dans l'atmosphkre. Cela permettra kgalement d'obtenir des 
prkvisions plus fiables sur les changements de C02 dans l'atmosphkre et les 
conskquences de ces changements sur le climat terrestre. 
L'anhydride carbonique est produit chaque fois que quelqu'un dkmarre une 
automobile, allume un feu ou expire. Ces activitks humaines ainsi que bien 
d'autres ont fait augmenter la concentration d'anhydride carbonique 
atmosphkrique d'environ 25 pour cent depuis le dkbut de l'tre industrielle, 
soulevant ainsi des inquiktudes concernant les cons6quences du C02 sur le 
climat terrestre. Les mesures prkcises au sol recueillies depuis les annkes 70 
dkmontrent que seulement la moitik de l'anhydride carbonique kmis dans 
l'atmosphtre par la combustion des combustibles fossiles y demeure. Le reste 
est apparemment absorb6 par les oceans et la biosphtre terrestre. 
Malheureusement, ces mesures actuelles ne sont pas suffisantes pour 
permettre de dkterminer comment et oii cette absorption se produit. Ces 
incertitudes nous emp6chent de prkdire les concentrations d'anhydride 
carbonique A venir ainsi que leurs consCquences sur le climat terrestre. 
La mission de I'OCO consiste en un vaisseau spatial et un instrument unique 
contenant trois spectrom6tres A rkseau traditiomels. L'OCO sera lanck vers la 
fin de Z'annke 2007 et volera en tandem avec une skrie de satellites gravitant 
autour de la Terre et connus sous le nom de Earth Observing System (EOS) 
Afternoon Constellation. Cette association coordonnke permettra aux 
chercheurs de corrkler les donnkes de POCO avec les donnkes.recueillies par 
les autres instruments gravitant autour de la Terre. Les mesures de l'anhydride 
carbonique recueillies durant cette mission opkrationnelle de 2 ans seront 
analyskes a I'aide de modtles environnementaux sophistiquks pour dkfinir des 
cartes planktaires des processus qui rkglementent l'anhydride carbonique 
atmosphkrique et dkterminent comment l'efficacitk varie d'une saison I 
l'autre. Les techniques de mesure et d'analyse klaborkes grace ti cet effort 
prkpareront le terrain pour les futures missions A long terme destinkes ii 
mesurer l'anhydride carbonique. 
Le laboratoire Jet Propulsion de la NASA dirigera la mission OCO avec la 
coopkation de plus de 19 universiths, entreprises et partenaires 
internationaux. L'kquipe scientifique de 1'OCO est composke de participants 
provenant de l7AIlemagne, de la France, de 1'Australie et de la Nouvelle- 
Zklande, de m6me que des Etats-Unis. 
pour plus de renseignements sur 1'0C0, consultez les sites Web suivants : 
http://oco.jp1.nma.gov/ et http://ssp.gsfc.nasa.gov/oco/. 
La concentration d'anhydride carbonique 
atmosphkrique est rkgulde par des processus 
naturels liks aux activitks humaines et au cycle 
du carbone, dont les pratiques d'utilisation des 
sols, la combustion de la biomasse et 
les combustibles fossiles. 
Conception d'un artiste de 170rbiting Carbon 
Observatory en orbite. 
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GLOBAL PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENT 
Japan, 
European Space Agency, 
and Worldwide 
Access to and knowledge about clean water is a vital international issue. To 
address this need, NASA is working with the Japan Aerospace Exploration 
Agency (JAXA), the European Space Agency, and other international partners 
in the development of the Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission. 
GPM will improve the understanding of the global water cycle and fresh water 
availability, advance the accuracy of precipitation forecasts and precipitation's 
impact on weather, and provide frequent and complete sampling of Earth's pre- 
cipitation. As a follow-on to the successll NASA-JAXA Tropical Rainfall 
Measuring Mission, GPM will expand observations from the tropics and sub- 
tropics to the entire globe, improve observing frequency, produce updated global 
precipitation maps every 3 hours, and enhance measuring methods to identify 
and characterize rain and snow. GPM is currently in the formulation phase. 
GPM is global in its observations and in its partnerships, and it will serve as a 
benchmark for a coordinated international approach to precipitation observation. 
The mission will include a core spacecrafi carrying a dual-frequency precipita- 
tion radar. The radar is to be provided by JAXA and the Communications 
Research Laboratory of Japan. JAXA is also expected to launch the core space- 
craft. NASA plans to provide the core spacecraft, a multichannel passive 
microwave radiometer, a constellation spacecraft and its launch, microwave 
radiometers, the precipitation processing system, the mission operations sys- 
tem, and an array of ground calibration and validation sites. NASA is targeting 
launches in 201 1-12. 
A critical part of GPM will be the international constella- 
tion of satellites carrying passive microwave radiometers. 
Through this constellation architecture, GPM will provide 
frequent precipitation measurements on a global scale. 
NASA and JAXA are in discussions with other interna- 
tional partners to include their participation in GPM. The 
European Space Agency is studying a European constel- 
lation satellite contribution. The GPM mission is seeking 
participation ranging from spacecraft and instrument 
contributions to calibration and validation from all areas 
of the globe. With the potential to vastly improve water 
resource management, climate research, weather fore- 
casting, and a host of other applications, GPM will have 
far-reaching and global environmental benefits. For more 
information regarding GPM, please visit the following 
Web site: http://$pm.gsf.nasagov. 
The %PM core spacecraft and hteqational constellation 
satellites will provide fiequeht gldbal sampling of Earth's 
precipitation. 
Illustration of the GPM core spacecraft and international 
constellation satellites. 
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GLOBAL PRECIPITATION MISSION 
MESURE DES PRECIPITATIONS A CECHELLE PLANETAIRE 
L'accts B l'eau potable et les connaissances en la matitre constituent une 
preoccupation vitale B travers la plantte. Pour repondre B ce besoin, la NASA, 
en collaboration avec I'Agence Japonaise d'Exploration Spatiale (JAXA), 
1'Agence Spatiale Europtenne (ESA) et d'autres partenaires internationaux, 
travaille au developpement de la mission d'6tude des precipitations B 1'Cchelle 
planttaire (GPM). La mission GPM permettra 21 l7humanit6 de mieux 
comprendre le cycle de l'eau et la disponibilitk en eau douce, de privoir avec 
plus d'exactitude les precipitations et leur incidence sur le plan 
mktCorologique, et fournira un Bchantillon complet et frequent des 
precipitations terrestres. La mission GPM, qui succtde B la Tropical Rainfall 
Measuring Mission (mission d'etude des precipitations tropicales), menee B 
terme avec succbs par la NASA et la JAXA, permettra de realiser des 
observations partout dam le monde, et pas uniquement dans les zones 
intertropicale et subtropicale, d'ameliorer la fiiquence des observations, 
d'obtenir des cartes gkographiques sur les prkcipitations toutes les trois 
heures, et d'amkliorer les methodes servant B identifier et B caractkriser la 
pluie et la neige. La mission GPM est actuellement en phase d'elaboration. 
Grace B ses observations et ses partenariats, la mission GPM se prksente 
comme une mission universelle et servira de point de rkference la methode 
internationale coordomde d'observation des precipitations. La mission 
comprendra un satellite transportant un radar de precipitation B double 
fidquence fourni par la JAXA et le Communications Research Laboratory of 
Japan (Laboratoire japonais de recherche sur les communications). La JAXA 
devrait Bgalement proceder au lancement du satellite. La NASA prevoit de 
fournir le satellite, un radiomttre multifrdquence B micro-ondes passif, une 
constellation de satellites et son lancement, des radiomttres B micro-ondes, le 
systtme de traitement des precipitations, le systtme d'exploitation de la 
mission et plusieurs sites de validation et d'etalonnage au sol. La NASA 
prevoit d'effectuer le lancement en 201 1 ou en 2012. 
L'un des elements cruciaux de la mission GPM sera la constellation 
internationale de satellites transportant des radiomttres A micro-ondes passifs. 
Grace B cette architecture de constellation, GPM permettra d'obtenir 
frequemment des mesures sur les prkcipitations B 1'6chelle mondiale. La 
NASA et la JAXA discutent actuellement avec d'autres partenaires 
internationaux int6ress6s B participer A la mission GPM. L'Agence Spatiale 
Europeenne etudie la possibilite de fournir une constellation de satellites 
europtens. La mission GPM recherche des partenaires aux quatre coins de la 
plantte, et ce pour une participation active aux divers aspects de l'entreprise, 
tels que le satellite, les instruments, l'etalonnage et la validation. Cette 
mission a pour objectif d'amkliorer la gestion de l'eau, la recherche sur le 
clirnat, les prkvisions m6t6orologiques et d'autres applications. La mission 
GPM aura des repercussions positives sur l'environnement B travers le monde. 
Pour plus de renseignements B propos de la mission GPM, veuillez consulter 
le site Web suivant : http://gpm.gsfc.nasagov 
Japon PAgence, 
Spatiale Europeenne 
et la mission universelle 
Le satellite de la mission GPM et la constellation 
internationale de satellites de la mission GPM 
fourniront des Cchantillons des precipitations 
terrestres. 
Illustration du satellite GPM et de la constellation 
internationale de satellites. 
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